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ABSTRACT
The mal1 island of Nevis is locotcd in the Eastern Caribbean Archipelago. It is a
small round island of volcanic origin and is dominated by the Nevis Peak.As tourism and
its related activities becorne increasingïy important to the local economy, environmental
issues such as waste and sewsge disposal, beach mining, ecological and coastal
degradation and species depletion have emerged as growing concerns.
The pinpose of my research was to develop an Integrated Coastal Zone
Management (ICZM) process for small islands using Nevis as the case study. The k t
objective descnbed the geographic sub-zones that constitute a smdl island environment.
These sub-zones include coastal offshore sub-zone, bac&sub-zone, wastal lowland subzone, and the inland sub-zone. As a basis for ICZM planning on small islands, it is
critical that the processes and activities withb these sub-zones are well understood in the
context of how they interact and impact each other.

The second objective entailed identifjing an ICZM plan in the Caribbean and
using it as an exarnple for developing an ICZM process for Nevis. The Barbados Coastal
Zone Management plan was selected and its best management components were agsessed
and, where relevant, applitd to Nevis. The Barbados example illustrateci that the ICZM
process can be developed in a staged approach o v a the course of a few years. The third
objective analyzed the existing environmental legislation in Nevis, the roles of the Non
Governmental Organizations, public and govemment w i t h Nevis. it was concluded that
Nevis should develop an ICZM process that would reduce M e r environmental and
coastal degradation.
In drafting the ICZM process for Nevis it was noted that, Like Barbados, there
would be several challenges that would be encountered h g the way, such as, weak

institutional capacity, need for fiinding, data collection and analysis, access to training,
lack of enforcement and lack of CO-operationh m the various stakeholders and
participants. This research recognized that each mal1 island in the Caribbean is different
fiom others and has its own unique characteristics. The process that is being drafted for
Nevis is intended to serve as a guide for other small Caribbean islands that have
expressed an interest in engaghg in ICZM planning. This guide can be modined to cater
to the small island's own needs and requirements.
The ICZM process presents a window of opportunity for collaboration, building
of diverse partnerships, developing community involvement and effective decision
making at an integrated level. It is a concept that should be explored and developed
furiher by Nevis and other Eastern Caribbean Islands to ensure that hiture sustainability
of its coastal environment is achieved.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
1.f BACKGROUND
Small islands constitute nearly seven percent of the earth's land area1.Each

small island is unique in terms of its physical and geographic features, its people,
cultural and social customs, natural cesources and sue. Small islands are often
characterized as being "hgïle" due to their more vulnerable ecosystems and

economies, and limited natural and human resowces (Beller, 1986). At the same t h e ,
they are adjacent to some of the world's few rempinuig reserves of fish stocks, a hi&

proportion of endemic plant and animal species, unique ecosystems and a large variety
of cultures (United Nations, 1994). The United Nations in 1994 recognized the

importance of islands and especially of Small Island Developing States (SIDS), and
called for international action for their protection and fiiture management.

Some of the world's smallest island states are found ia the Caribbean Basin
(Figure l), which covers approximately 2.4 million square kilometres and is home to 31
political entities. The small islands of the Eastern Caribbean or Lesser Antilles exhibit
great disparity in their political, econornic, nahval and physicai amenïties. For example,
Anguilla and Antigua are dry and flat with little rainfall, while other islands like
Dominica and St. Lucia are mountainous and experience very high rates of rainfall.

Some islands, like Monsterrat and St. Vincent, are susceptible to kquent volcanic
eruptions. In 1998, Monsterrat was decimated by volcanic activity with the island's
population reduced to a few families. St. Lucia and Grenada enjoy protection h m

l For the purposes of this study,smail is1ands will be denacd according to the ComxxmnweaithSecretariat
definitionas ''those islands with a population of 500,000 or less and a land area of opproximately 10,000
square kilometers" (Towlc,1979).
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hurricanes, thanks to t h e naturally
~
protected harbours (Towle et al.. 1991). Generally

speaking, small island economies can be characterized as follows:
1. Most people on small islands depend on eamings h m the sale of local raw

materials and merchandise for their livelihood. These resources can include

mineral or arable land, fishery resources and tourism-al1

of which are

dependent on the natural environment (climate, soil, seas, sun and sand).
2. Limited natural resources encourage a reliance on importecl goods and

encourage small islands to carry tnde deficits. The proportion of goods

exported is often less than the gooâs Unported in both production for small
domestic markets, and in the provision of social and physical infiastmctures,

and public administration (Beller, 1986; Gomes,1993).
3. Because small islands are highly dependent on imports, their economies rely

on foreign assistance (Pantin, 1995). Foreign assistance pmvides additional
hancial resources for the small islands.
4. Economic policies such as diversification of the economy, increased imports of

products and foods, ùivestment in expanded and new infratnicture such as
airports, roads etc. offen have negative impacts on the environment (Thomas,
IWO). Products such as aluminium cans and plastics (disposable diapers,

bottles and bags), often cannot be recycled on many of the small islands
because of a lack of economic incentives, hi& capital cost and low r e m on
investment. Instead of k i n g recycled, these products are usually b m e d on the
island resuiting in airborne pollution.

3
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5. The smail land area and heavy dependence on naturai resources, which is

typicai of small islands, have serious implications for the natural environment

(Demas, 1967; Farrel, 1979).
6. Many forms of developmental activity result in unacceptable levels of

environmental degradation on the smali island environment. For example,
hotels located dong the coastline increase the numôer of tourist-related
activities on the beach area. The consequences include increased beach
erosion, disturbance of habitats and destruction of vegetation that protects the
beach h m emsion. Other factors that lead to environmental degradation on

small islands are: airport expansion resulting in more visitors, noise pollution
and air pollution; increased tourism that leads to an increased demand for
goods and services and a lack of resource management skills needed to

interpret economic trends and their impacts on the small island economies
(McElroy; Albequerque, 1990).
In 1996, the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development at its

fourth session addresseci the issues of traditional neglect of environmental protection in
the small Caribbean Islands in the context of their high degree of environmental

sensitivity, vulnerabilities and limitations for growth of their economies (Pantin, 1995).

The Commission also acknowledged the important contribution of tourism to the

development of many small islands but at the same time noted that "if not properly
planned and managed, tourism could significantly degrade the environment on which it is
so dependent" (United Nations, 1994).

4
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Figure 1: Map of the Caribbean Basin (Source: ECNAMP, 1998)
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In May 1998, the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development at
its sixth session ndlhned that srnail islands are ''ecologicnlly hgile and vulnerable

and because they face particular wIlStraints in their efforts to achieve susfainable
development" (United Nations, 1999). According to Singh (1992), these ecosystems
have "little margin for error". That is, because of the limitations inherent to small

islands (limiteci resowes, land and hgility of theV ecosystems), m e r developmental

activity c m compromise the uitegrity of their environment and the weil-being of their
people (United Nations, 1994).
1.2 RESEARCH PROBLEM, PURPOSE AND OWECTNES
Nevis (Figure 2) is the smallest island state in the Eastern Caribbean

archipelago. It has been selected for study because of its emaging tourism industry, and
its relatively pristine environment. Tourism in Nevis has deep mots in its historical p s t .

Many of the hotels and tourist sites on Nevis were built on p s t colonial landmarks and
estates. Since 1991, tourism activities on Nevis have focused on small-scale, cottage-

type hotels (Towle, 1991). Larger North American owned resorts such as the Four

Seasons hotel is slowly replacing the small locally owned hotels.
Tourism activities have been heavily encourageci by the island's govemrnent
through commitrnents to increase the following: foreign exchange earnings; hotel
construction;job creation; and imports of go& and services that support the

agriculture and food industria The developmmt activities that impact small islands

and lead to irreversible environmental degradation can be minimized through an ICZM
process.

6
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Figure 2: Map of Nevis Showing its Sandy Beacbes, Sand Mining Sites, Shoreline Marine Fatutes
includiog Coral Reefs and Seagrass Communities. (Source: Ecbrt and Thomas,1992))
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The purpose of this research is to develop an integrated coastal zone management
process for mal1 islands using Nevis as a case study.
The objectives of this research are:

1. To describe the geogaphic sub-zones of mail islands in order to provide a
basis for coastal zone management planning in these regions and Nevis.
These sub-zones include the coastal offshore zone; the beach zone; the
coastal lowland zone and the inland zone;

2. To analyze the Barbados coastal zone management plan in order to identifL
best management components and assess theu devance for Nevis;

3. To draft a coastal zone management pmcess for Nevis coastal offshore zone;
the beach zone;the coastal lowiand zone; and the inland zone using the best
management components identified; and

4. To develop recommendations for coastal zone management processes for
other small islands using the coastal zone management pmess proposed for
Nevis.
1.3 METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in this study included a literature review, fieldwork and
an analysis of tindings. The literature review provided contexnial support for cirafting a
coastal zone management process that would enable s d l Caribbean islands to move
towards long term sustaimbility. By using Nevis as a case study, the management

process and recommendations proposed can be generalized and applied to other small
islands.

8
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Materials used for the literaîure revîew included United Nations Meeting session
reports and recommendations; pioceeâings h m Small lsland workshop conference
papers; research papers h m Caribbean researchers and environrnentalists;
documentation, official govemment documents of St. Kitts and Nevis; and published
articles on integrated coastal zone management of small Caribbean Islands. Fieldwork
consistai of a visit to Nevis in October 1997, which provided the visual and contextual
fiamework on which this reseamh was based. Analysis of both the literatwie and
fieldwork îïndings provided the basis for the development of the ICZM process
applicable to small islands.
f.4 THE STUDY AREA: NEWS
Nevis is located one mile h m the Southeast Petinsula of St. Kitts. Its land area

is 93 sq. km (36 sq. miles), with a population of approxirnately 9,600. The island is

prirnarily volcanic, and is dominated by 'Wevis Peak", its highest point at 985 m
(Photograph 1). Its tropical sea temperatures average about 81 degrees, or 27 degrees
Celsius. Nevis Peak is marked by deep ghauts (pronounced "guts") that divide the
dopes nom below the peak to the sea. Vegetation cova is extensive but not dense, and
much of the island's leeward coastland is marked by wetlands (Towle, 1991).

There are no bays, inlets or c a p dong Nevis' coast. The island is outlined by
long stretches of sandy beaches, with the main sand kaches iocated on the West and
North coast (Carnbers, 1997). It is here that many hotels have been constructed, including
the largest hotel complex in Nevis; the Four Seasons Resort. Other hotels are

reconstructed plantation houses located inland rather than on the beach zone of Nevis

9
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(Cambers, 1997). The sand beaches however, are relatively undeveloped and are backed
with palm trees and wetlands (Photograph 2).

Beaches are important to Nevis since they wnstitute a major component of the

recreational pleasure for the local population and the tourism industry. Nevis' beaches
protect the coastal land h m wave action, provide habitats for animal species, and are the

most aesthetically pleasing part of the environment (Cambers, 1997). There is much
concem among locals, environmentalists and the government about Nevis' beach and
coastal area due to threats of pollution, hurricanes, wave swelïs, sand mining, increased
hotel and inbtnicture construction, increased toUnsm pressures, habitat destruction and
sand erosion in the beach zone (AcLIand, Pers.Comm., 1997).
The Newcastle Airport for example, is located on the coast of Nevis and is king
expanded directly on the coastline of Nevis. Emsion (See Photographs 3 and 4) is already
occurrhg dong the coastline approximately two miles nom the present airport (Ackland,
Pers. Comm. 1997). The development of Nevis commenceci in the early 18003 (Watts,

1973). Sugar cane cultivation and the cotton industry dominated the island's economic
activities and employrnent oppomuiities until the 18809 (Towle, 1991). During this tirne,
the Nevisian population was expanding, and education and Literacy were becorning more

important than working in the fields, since the wages h m the sugar and cotton u i d u s t ~ ~

were not sufficient for a Nevisian family to meet its basic needs.

in addition, a marginai and small resource base, weak sugar crop eamings, and an
underdeveloped infhstructure resulted in the goveniment's need to capitaiize on othm
foms of intervention and growth.

10
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An Zntegraîed Coastd Zorrc M-menî

W e s sfor

Sm& Islurl: A C a Slvdy of N d s

Photograph 1: The Western Profile Of Nevis, The Nevis Peak In Background (source: Karlene
Debance, 1997)

Photograph 2: Close up View Of Tbe Western Coastline Of Nevis: Pinney's Beach (Source: K u l e i ~
Debance, 1997)
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Photograph 4: Airport Construction On CorsUne A Few miles Ahead OC Photograph 3
(Source: Karlene Debance, 1991)
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The 1880s onwards saw a decline in the sugar indusfry as workers emipted to
other islands, the United States and Great Britain to seek other employment and
educational opporhinities. Rapid expansion was recorâed in the 1970s in the construction
of new and larger hotels and idkastructure development of services such as: banking,
transport, telecommunications, realty, and restaurant businesses. These were directly

related to the tourism industry (StKitts-Nevis Govenimeent, 1981). 'Tt was a decade of
major change as the number of visitors, the number of hotel rooms and the level of per

capita GDP al1 more than doubled" (Towle, 1991).
ûther jobs were created indirectly t b u g h the tourism sector and the

manufacturing industry. The tourism industry was very inviting to new employees,
since the average weekiy eaming was two or tbree times that in the agriculture or
fishing industry (Towle, 1991). Standards of living were also adjusted to embrace

development and change within Nevis. During the sarne period, the number of
telephones per household increased, bank deposits doubled, and SV!% of the houses
being built used concrete instead of wood (Rojas and Meganack, 1987).
During the 1980s, the agriculture industry suffered h m improper management

to protect their famis h m foraging animals, lack of storage f~cilities,small local
markets, and inadequate fami size allocated to the fa~ners.There were some attempts
by the government to address these issues in tenns of providing governent land to

farmers on a longer terni, constructing new feeder ma&, pmviding occasional loans,

and providing surveillance service for crops on a regular basis (Towle, 1991). As
tourism intensified in this period (1980's), government policies targeted the agriculture
and fishing industries for diversification in order to enhance theù survival. Although the

Introduction and Overview

growth in the tourism industry was a main factor in the cause of the decline of the
agriculture and fishing industries, there were many other incremental. wage-related,
physical and seasonal details that played a .importaut d e in its depreciating value. In

the fishing industry for instance, the fishemien were not paid routinely for theu fishing
effort and time-especially during the migratory fishing p e r i d Many would have1

great distances for extended periods of t h e , and the expenses incurred would not match
the retail value of their catch.

Nevis operates a form of local govenimeent through its Island Assembly, which

allows a certain amount of autonomy h m the Federal Parliament of St. Kitts and Nevis.
The economy of Nevis has only achieved moderate levels of p w t h in recent y e m (by

its own standards). The rate of growth has not exceeded 5% in any year since 1990

@l'NEP, 1996). Tourism has emerged as one of the most important economic activities
impacting directly on a number of sectors including hotels and restaurants,transportation,

and retail trade. The population trend of Nevis experienced a negative growth h m
1980- 199 1. This decline has been atûibuted largely to the effects of emigration.

I

POPULATION TRENDS IN NEWS 1844-1997

Year

I

Population

Table 1: Table Showing Population Trends in Nevis 1844-1997
(Source: Towle, 1991 and UN, 2000)
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Nevis imports most of its food for co~lsumption.This situation is the

function of two major factors - the low leveI of crop and livestock production locdy
and the boorning tourism industry which must be sustained (Towle, 1991). A significant
development since the 1980s has been the increase in the number of households with
water piped into their dwellings h m 28% to 50% (Towle, 1991) as opposed to those
using public standpipes. This is yet another clear indication of improving economic

ci~umstancesimpacting positively on living standards in Nevis.
At the end of the 2 0 Century,
~
the structure of the Nevisian economy is marked

by three distinct factors:

Dependence on foreign exchange through: export sales, foreigu investments
(services, hotel construction and other manufactwing companies) and tourist
spending.

The nearby island of St. Kit& has a deep-water hprbour, location of the seat of
government for both islands, shared legislatioa and management. St. Kitts
dominates the Nevisian economy since its centre serves as a tourist attraction.

Economic diversification h m traditional sugar and cotton exports, smallscale agriculture, livestock grazing, fishing and iight mandacturiag to arts and
e
etc. (Towle,
crafts, construction, furnihue building and the s e ~ c sector
1991).
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1.5 DEFINITIONS OF KEY CONCEPTS USE0 IN THIS RESEARCH

SMALL ISLANDS: Small islands are denned as those land masses with approximately
10,000 square kilometers or l e s and approximately 500,000 or fewer residents (Hess in
Beller et al., 1990).
COASTAL ZONE:The Coastal Zone is the transitional area beniveen land and sea. It is
a band whose w i d h is determinecl by the level of interaction of marine and terrestrial
coastal processes (the worldwide average is approximately 60 km wide). Coastal Zones
accommodate more than 60% of the world's population and are marked by high levels of
economic activity (NetCoast, 1997).

INTEGRATED COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY (ICZIM): ICZM
implies a special focus on the interactions between the various actiMties and resource
demands that occur within the coastal zone (Cicin-Sain, 1993). Integrated management
strategies require an ecosystem approach so that the coastal zone is examined as an
"environment within a system" (Cicin-Sain, 1993). Intrinsic to ICZM are the long-term
management goals; integration and co-ordination of actions, resource use, policy and
economic p w t h ; and monitoring of processes, outcomes and actions (Thia-Eng, 1993).

ECOSYSTEM:An ecosystem is compnsed of various interactive groups of species,
genera, families and communities of organisms; such as, a corai reef, mangrove swamp
or a srnall island (McEachern & Towle, 1974). An ecosystem mode1 assumes a closely
coupled matrut of linked subsystems and key controlling processes - economic,
demographic, socio-political and environmental - which interact to condition the
behaviour and define the stability of the overall system ( M c E h y & Albuquerque, 1990).
SUSTALNABILITY:Sustainability is a process of pmtecting and maintaining ecosystern
integrity. Sustainability, accordhg to the United Nations 1994, can be achieved by
meeting the needs of the population without compromising the ability of fiiture
generations to meet their own needs. Sustainabiiity also means having management
options in place that dictate the use of resource, economic policies, technological
development, population growth and institutional s t ~ ~ c t u rwhile
e s enhancing the current
and future potential for human progress.
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1.6 APPLICATION OF lCtklT0 A COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT
PROCESS

ICZM is by dennition, a dynamic process, in which a coordinated program is
developed and implemented by balancing human use of natural resources to achieve the
conservation and sustainable multiple use of the coastal enviroament (Cambers, 1992).
ICZM is said to constitute a process, which comprises the foUowing amibuta:
1. It is initiated by a response to evident signs of coastal resource degradation or

destruction h m coa~taihazards;
2. It is a continuous program u s d y initiated by legislaiion or executive

mandate;
3. It clearly defines the geographic scope of its jurisdiction;
4. It establishes a clear and specific set of objectives or issues to be a d d r d ;
5. It possesses an institutional identity;

6. It is characterïzed by the integration of huo or more sectors e.g. waste pollution

and marine protection (Sorenson, 1993).

Traditional small island management strategies have tended to be sectoral and
fragmented in character, for example, waste management, tourism, disaster
management (UNESCO, 2000). Sectoral management strategies do not address al1
indirect issues but attempts to manage the particular indusûy or single problem under
one management plan. ICZM strategies employ three essential components: planning,
implementation, and monitoring processes (Thia-Eng, 1993). The issues of ICZM are
usually categorized into resource use, environmental quality and institutional concems.

.
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Its purposes are aimed at including institutional organhation and arrangements,

incentives, regulations to change behavior and actions, and can include public
invoivement and participation ( C o u g h a n o ~Kullenberg 1993). Some ICZM issues
are very obvious and can be easily identified by site inspection white others may require

appropnate survey instruments or field research (Thia-Eng, 1993).

ICZM attempts to impmve and maintain the quality of coastal regions in order
to ensure a sustained flow of benefits to human societies, and to impmve the
govemance of-costal environments ( C d o r d , Cobb; Friedman, 1993). It follows that
ICZM is built on the essential elements of integration (system, policy and b c t i o n d )

and coordination. The operational component of ICZM consists of a series of specific
policies and management actions that emphasize the implications on the livelihoods,
and economic activities of the stakeholders (Thia-Eng, 1993). ICZM processes have

been successfully applied to coastai zones and the larger and more economically
developed islands and coastal co~~lunities.
ICZM processes are developed to d u c e
environmental degradation to coastal and island environments, and they serve as the
blueprint for sustainable development. ICZM aims to promote environmental qudity,
reduce resource-use conflicts, destabilize social untest, and regulate economic growth

(Hein, 1990).
Integration ensures internal consistency between policies, actions, projects
and programs, and maintains the linkages between the process of planning
and irnplementation (Thia-Eng, 1993).
Systems integration considers the spatial and temporal dimensions of the
coastal resources in ternis of physical and seasonal changes of the
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environment, nisource use patterns, and as weil, the social and economic
setting that determines the course of action o v a time within a given coastal
environment. Thia-Eng (1993) colllt~lentsthat ICZM systems address and
link al1 relevant management issues that arise h m the physical, social and

economic sectors.
Functional integcation focuses on the management actions of programs and
projects, and how consistent they are with the goals and objectives of ICZM.
Policy integration relata to the national and local policies tbat complement

link programs and projects (Olsen, 1993).
Co-ordination is essential to the process, because of the complexity of the
issues involved in ICZM.Co-ordination brings together the understanding
among the various stakeholders, in addressing a wide range of coastal
development and management issues (Thia-Eng, 1993). It is central to the
local and national levels in the planning and implementation stages of
ICZM. Effctive co-ordination consists of the following fundamental steps:

research and analysis; program formulation; execution of projects and
programs; implementation; rnonito~g;and, evaluation. Co-ordination
would involve a multidisciplinaryteam whose expertise promotes and
strengthens the process of change within the coastal environment (Olsen,
1993).

ICZM planning thus provides conditions that are likely to facilitate development
and encourage progress. In general, the goals are specified targets related to the desired
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rnix of goods, services and values to be produceû, consumeci or conserveci (Net Coast,
1997). Griffith (1993) argues that, ICZM, as a concept and a tool, provides an adequate

fiamework for the sustainable use and development of coastal environments. Hein
(1990) and Ashe (1993), assert that ICZM provides the fiamework for the consideration
of many diverse, but sometimes conflicting uses of resourccs, as well as of the

anthropogeaic impacts on these resources and the environment within.
The issues of sustainability and island sustainabilitywill be discussed in more

detail in the 1iterature review presented below.
1.7 THE CONCEPT OF SUSTAINABILITY: ITS R E U TlON TO ICZM
The concept of sustainability implies enhancing ecosystem quality and health

while not foreclosing fiiture options (Charles, 1989). The new notion of sustainability
include those paradigms of international development where " people are consulted,
[and] where they participate fkeely.. .then economic and social performance are better

and development is more sustainable (Chambers, 1991). Sustainability, according to the
International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD), at the operational level,
means ensuring self-sustaining improvernents in productivity and quality of life of
communities and societies (access to basic health, education, nutrition, shelter and
sanitation, and employment); ensuring that environmental integrity is maintaineci aud
overexploitation of resources are at a minimum or activity that causes the least negative
impact on the environment; and, ensuring that dl forrns of development- economic,

political and social issues --areaddressed equally and integratively (IISD, 1996; Ham,
1995; Titi and Singh, 1993).
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Achieving sustainability on Nevis is not the ultimate goal of this study. Rather, it
is the intention of this study to propose a process for an ICZM process that can be
implemented in Nevis and which will lead to islaad sustainability (sustainable island
management) in the long tenn. The intent behind i d e n m g and cirafting an ICZM

process for Nevis is to ensure that when implemented, the island of Nevis wiU have
viable options for ecosystem recovery, presetyation of the naturai resources and the

services they provide and the maintenance of environmental integrity for friture
generations.
1.8 PLAN OF RESEARCH
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the study and defines the principles and

theones that will be used in developing the coastal management process for Nevis. The
components of Integrated Coastai Zone Management (ICZM)processes and its
application to small islands, particularly Nevis, are reviewed. The concept of
sustainability as a long-term goal that small islands can develop over time is briefly
introduced as it applies to environmental and coastal zone management. The intent of
this study is to propose a coastal zone management pmcess that integrates the overall
concept of sustainability and the components of integrated coastal zone management.
Chapter 2 defines a smail isIand environment in terms of the sub-zones that exist
within it and documents natural processes and activities and theu impact on the subzones within small Caribbean islands and Nevis specifically. This chapter also discusses
the importance of environmentai management and the urgency for Nevis to develop an

effective management system to manage its coastal zone.
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Chapter 3 slllllmarizes and anaiyzes the Barbados ICZM plan. Chapter 3
identifies the components of the Barbados ICZM pmess that can be used to develop
the coastai zone management plan for Nevis. The existing environmental legislation and
current enviromentai pmgmns in Nevis are examined to determine what has alredy
been done and hence serves as a starting point h m where the coastal zone management
process can be developed.
Chapter 4 outlines the steps of a draft coastal zone management process that
integrates the concepts of ICZM and applies it to Nevis. Chapter 5 concludes with

recommendations that can facilitate the development of an Integrated Coastal Zone
Management Process for Nevis.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE NEED FOR SMML ISLAND MANAGEMENT
As already noted in the introductory chapter, small islands are defïned as those

"geographically isolated entities that are less that 10,000 square kilometers with a
resident population of approximately 50,000 people or less" (Hein, 1990). This chapter
begins by reviewing existing literature on small-island environrnents and dehes the
sub-zones that make up the coastal zone or small island. This is followed by a review of
the activities that occur within the sub-zones of Nevis and theu impacts on the small
island environment. Lastly, the present status of Nevis' environment and resource base
will be examinecl.
2.1 SMALL ISLAND ENWRONMENTS

A small isIand can be viewed as an ecosystem in which the natural boundaries of

one feature are inextricably linked with another (Griffith; Ashe, 1993). For the purposes
of this research, a smali island enviromnent is summarized as an ecosystem that has the

properties of a coastal zone and whose environment is:
relatively isoiated,
limited in geographical size and resources (human and natural),
limited in diversity,
vulnerabie economically and ecologically, and,
hgile (Singh, 1992).

Many small islands have coastal features that serve as natural buffer zones
against sea level rise, wave activity, hurricane impact damage and also provide
opportunities for recreational activities, harbors and land for settlement (Thia-Eng,
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1993). The land and sea interface on smail islaods is also typicdy the most densely

populated area Figure 3 iiiustrates the interface between the marine, land and human

components that make up an island system. Understanding these interfaces is
fundamental to managing the environment of the srnidi island in the long term.

Figure 3: The Activities Of Tbe Island Ecorystem Iaertricrbly Linlred.

The literature suggests that small island pmcesses can be denned as nahiral, social or

economic as describeci below.

Natural processes: These processes may be physical, chernical or biological in
nature. They c m be @ual

or seasonal and can have a variety of impacts on

the appearance, functions and potential uses of the island ecosystem (Net
Coast, 1997). Examples of such processes and resuling impacts are: wave
activity leading to beach erosion or accretion; ecological succession leading to
habitat change and biodiversity los; energy and material cycles afkcting
biological productivity; natural disasters such as hunicanes and volcanic
eruptions (Beller et al., 1990).
24
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Socid Processes: Social processes are those that are mainly due to human
activities and interactions with the naturai environment. Such activities usuaily
include development activities, economic generating industrial activities

(tourism, fishing and agricultural industry), constmction of other facilities
(housing, airport, hotels and businesses), resource and recreationai use of
resources (Beller et al., 1990).
Economic Processes: In order for populations to survive and grow,

populations are continuously interacting and transfonning the resources into
viable and useable goods and services for their benefit. Economic activities, as
well as human settlements, have been concentrated on the land and sea
interface. They are increasingly consuming these resources as development
increases. Consequently, in many small island systems, the problem of land
requirments for development exceeds that presently available for human use.
Increased competition for land resources ofkm results in severe island
destruction as development most often occurs on land that is ecologically
sensitive (Briguglio, 1993).
2.2 THE SUB-ZONES OFA SMALL ISLAND ENVIRONMENT
A coastal zone comprises a narrow strip of coastal lowlands and a vast area of

coastal waters (Thia-Eng., 1993). This can be fùrther divided into sub-zones: the
offshore zone, the beach zone, the coastal lowland zone, and the inland zone (see Figure
4). The coastal zone is also the land and sea interface where extensive livelihood (work)

activities, tourism, housing and intense economic activity al1 take place. Small islands
such as Nevis can also be refetred to as coastal zones in that 'al1 activities on the
25
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mainland (of the island) impact directly and indllectly on the coastal area" (Pantin,

r 995).

The Coastai lowland sub-wne
T h R-h

The C

Figure 4: Relationship of A S

c1A7nn~

d Onshore sub-zone

d Island Or Cout.1 Are8 SubZoncr (Source: Karlene Ikbance,

2001)

Table 1 below sumrnarizes the four sub-zones of a small island or coastal zone
and provides some uisight into the cornplexity that exists within small islands. Table 1
divides the mal1 island environment into four geographic 'sub-zones'. Each sub-zone

consists of specific geo-physical characteristics and resources that contribute to the

small island environment as a whole functional ecosystem. Understanding how the four
sub-zones depend on and interact with each other is important to developing an
effective management system for a small island. Table 1 m e r shows that the uses
being made of the resaurces illustrate that srnail islands are experiencing strong
developrnent thnists. For example tourism, human settlement, recreation and
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infiastructure development leads to poliution of the coastal oftkhore sub-zone and
deterioration of coastal quality. The environmental quality of the naîural resources is
negatively affecteci by these activities since they are subjected to disturbance and
exploitation.
The coastal offshore sub-zone wnsists mainly of the marine and submergeci lands
around the small island. Its resources serve as habitats to many species and are Jso
valuable to the fishing and tourism industry (commercial and recreational). This subzone's natural processes are responsible for wave and tide activity and temperature

control of the small island. The coastal offshore contains coral reefs, marine species and
organisms and sea gras habitats. The coral reefs and sea grass beds provide habitat for
the commercially important fish species e.g. sphy Lobster and the queen conch. These

species in particular rely on these habitats for certain periods of their life cycles. Coral
reefs produce nutrients that are important in sustahing marine quaïity and serve as
barriers during periods of heavy storm surge and wave activity. They are also the major

contributon to white sands (combination of coral breakdown and nutrients) (Thia-Eng.,
1993).

The quality of the coastal offshore sub-zone in Nevis is king degraded as

increasing levels of human activities on the beach and inland sub-zones compromise its
quality. For example, sewage nuis off into the coastal offshore and increases algal bloom
that srnothers the coral reefs and promotes health risks and odour problems. Activities

within the coastd sub-zone itself such as over-fishing, sand mining, coral harvesting,

snorkelling and water sports also contribute to fiuther degradation the coastal offshore
sub-zone.
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THE SUEZONES OF THE SMALL ISLAND ENVIRONMENT
Su&-Zone 1: The C04stal Omkore Zone
The Coartrl Offshore Zoin is aie bard of ocetan (waîef and submfgd bnd) arïr#nt b Ihe coastal M d - It
constitutes the marine processesthat conw& depth, waves, t h . s&ed &npo&Wn, and marine habitats.
l.
2.
3.
4.

1

1

--

1 . 6 t p b b h n a d ~ d F ~ ~

Fishery Resouroes
Tourism and Recreatiori
Navigation
Waste Discharge

2 Disbrbaiceand deJtnicliand marine habWs by M n g

aebaebvities
oid techndogy, MW, avm,,a-Qing, dwnPng and
3. Pdlutioir
4. oeterioralionofcoastd~efqudity-

L

Sub-Zone 2: The Beach Zone
The Beach Zone is the nanow and dynamic area of the island emsysîm. It rspressnk the oorie of kWN&Ml be~hemarinelandandmeogai.~tihthel~nshaebhheg$rdw*,mi~mra~ngo,~~
systems such as the mangroves, swamps md dunes. Aîso, Ihe beach mgulates th8 hydmlic regime ( s t m wtges
and water leveis);regulates wind and wave dimate,ard provides habitat
Rarourwsuid M88:
:
?. Sand extraaion
1. Disturbaicead daJtnietian d axhW habWs by mining,
d a , seüiemmt, and Wnstmhm devekgment
2 Wdbeachesby-ooaableroaion.

2. Reaeation

3. Humai settlement
4. Land redanatioci
5. Port devdopmmt and reiated -d

acîivily

3. Degadationdnaduidfkodm
4. Sp~NUaniiias

-

Sub-Zone 3: The Coastal Lowlund Zome
The Coutol Lowlrnd Zorn is the im-b
b n b w a b r sbuchire that usually s8ni8s as a krfFei fw aie tenestrid
area. These zones are usudly in the ftmn of dunes, bays, maigmv~s,
l a p s and wllands.These sy~W'r6funcbjon
1as filters and puriliecs. They absab much bxk materials snd convert lhem inb Rusrbbnuûienbfor the ecusystm.
Rarauiur and Uua:
1. Habitats for many species
2. Dumping of wastes and cdiectors d wastes from industrid
and agriailturai rundf

1. Oisturbanceaiddes~dspeciesaidhabitats

2. Deslnictiond iqmtat kiffer zones for the islad
3. Pdlutioii

-

'

Sub-Zone 4: The Inland Zone
The lnland Zone is me land or tensstn'darea of aie island îhat is adjaœnt b the ooastd bwlaid zone. Ib phpicd
characterisb'csare those of topography, soi1 types, ground watef resourœ stnictures, surfaœ watef resources, laid
related habitats, wqetatian and- 1
tefrestrid organisms.

Raioumu and Usa:
1. Larid resourœs foi indu*, housing, agriaiiture,
Iivdihoods and recreaiori.
2. Human settlement
1 3. Infrastnidure and developmentdacüviües

-

hvbbmc
1. Habitaiaidoverdlhddesbudion
2. spaidoonfiii
3. OegaQIiandquditydlaid
. .
4. Eco~vstemdederiarabon~

Table 2: Summrrry ofS u b a n - I n A Smill Island Environment (Adapted from NetComt, 1991)
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The beach sub-zone is representative of the transition h m the wastal o-re
sub-zone to the coastal lowlauds sub-zone. It is comprised of both marine and land-geophysical features (combination of water, sand and vegetation). This w n e is highly
dynamic and protects the coastal lowlands h m damage as a result of intensified natural
processes such as wave surges, hurrïcaue winds and high tides. The flat sandy areas break
the incoming tides allowing the water to roll ont0 the sandy areas and back into the

coastal offshore. This serves a two-fold purpose. It regulates and controls the amount of
water that enters h m the coastal offshore sub-zone and it pmtects the coastal lowlands

from flooding with the salted water (Thomas, 1990).

The beach sub-zone is habitat to marine/ land species. For example, sea twtles
(the endangered leatherback turtles) various species of crabs and molluses. The beach

sub-zone provides various foms of recreatioaai activities for the public and is the most
important of the four sub-zones in the tourism industry for many small Caribbean islands

(Thomas, 1990). hcreasingly, the beach sub-zone is treated as prime developmental land
for hotels, harbors and increased human use. The leatherback sea turtle is one example of
a beach species that is increasingiy affected by this type of beach sub-zone development

in the Caribbean. With the construction of diastructure (airportsi, roads and large hotel

facilities), increased illumination, noise and movernent on the beaches during the night
that are affecting the reproduction and survival of the species. As well, Eckect and
Thomas (1992) have documented that these turtles are subject to persistent overexploitation by the local population as an exotic food item, especiaily the adult fanales
nesting on the beach.
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In addition, coral reef and sea grass degradation, oil spiiis, chemicai waste, plastic

and other marine debris, high density coastal development, and an increase in oceanbased tourïsm have damaged or eliminated nating beaches and feeding grounds.

Population declines are complicated by the fact that causal foctors are not always entirely
indigenous. Because sea turtles are among the most migratory of al1 Caribbean fauna,
what appears as a decline in a local population may be a direct consequeme of the
activities of peoples many hundreds of kilometers distant (Eckect and Thomas, 1992).
The third sub-zone is the coastal lowland sub-zone, which is immediately adjacent
to the beach zone (see Figure 4). This sub-zone acts as a buffet for the terrestrial inland

sub-zone. This zone usuaily consists of s u d dunes, mangroves, swamps, lagoons,
wetlands and estuaries. The coastal lowlands absorb excess water h m the beach subzone and its plant and animal species serve as filters and purifiers of toxins and nutrients
that are released into the coastal offshore sub-zone via the beach zone. This zone
however is used as a dumping ground for solid waste, m a g e and sewage. It collects
chernical runoff fkom the inland sub-zone. Destruction and degradation of the sub-zone

leads to increased flooding of the coastal areas tbrough the LOBS of mangroves, swamps

and wetlands. Erosion and runoff h m the inland sub-zone increases the sediment load in
the coastal lowlands which in tuni interrupts the naturai movements of water currents and

thereby nutrients in the bays, mangroves and wetlands.
The 1 s t sub-zone of the small island is the inland sub-zone. This zone is the land
or terrestrial area of the small island or coastal zone. Its physical characteristics are those

of soi1 types, ground water resources, forestry, ttemstnal species and various organisms.
Activities in the inland sub-zone include those relating to agriculture, hhstnicture
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development, deforestation, housing Settlements and forestry. Altefafion of the
topographie features of a coastai zone or mal1 island leads to land degradation, m i o n
and eventually desertification, soi1 nutrient los, l o s of habitat for various species and

organisms that live in its bio-diversity. As discussed earlier, erosion h m the inland subzone increases sedimentation in the coastal lowlands and altas the naîurai pn>ccsses of
filtering, purimg the flow of water into the beach and coastal offshore sub-zones (Thia-

Eng, 1993).
Understanding the sub-zones of a coastai zone or small island is an important step

in the planning procas for effective management of a small island or coastal zone. The
sub-zones represent important biographie features - uniqueness and specific geological
features. The zones together are ecologically important for maintainhg ecosystem
integrity and ecological processes that are essential for species diversity and survival. At
the same t h e the sub-zones provide economic and social value -historical, cultural,

aesthetic, recreational qualities and resowce use for commercial purposes.
The next section explores the activities that occur within the sub-zones of the
small island of Nevis.

2.3 ACTIVITIES AND PROCESSES WITHlN NEVIS
The activities and processes described below provide some indication of the

extent to which small i s h d s may be under threat f5om the reduction of the quality and
quantity of their natural resource bases.
1. Hurricanes: Hurricanes have played a significant and detrimental role in the

process of coastal erosion in many small islands and especially in the
tropics. Humicanes carry with them high levels of energy, which modify the
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beaches and nearshore reefs. Hurricaue &mage results h m the high winds,

high waves, stom surges, and heavy M a l 1 (Cambexs, 1996). Many
beaches and coastal areas can recover naturaiiy over t h e . In extreme cases
such as with Hurricane Gilbert in 1998 and Hurricane Hugo in 1989, some
beach sediment and coastal land can be pemiaaently lost. See photographs 5
and 6.
2. Sea level Rise: The effects of sea level rise on small island decreases the

size of the land area available on the small island. That is, shorelines move
landward in response to this natural activity. The immediate coastd areas of
small islands are the most heavily populaîed areas, the primary focus of
tourism activities, and home to many urban centers. It is estirnatad that in the
Eastern Caribbean small islands, at least 45 per cent of the population live

within three kilometers of the coast (Nurse, 1993).
3. Deforestation: Many small isIands have suffered h m deforestation-

removal of much of their coastal flora; clearing of coastal trea and
vegetation for housing, infiastructures (roads, airporrts, hatbors); and
agriculture. The unique combination of vegetation is cntical in stabilizing
the soils on the sand terrace of the beach zone. Deforestation makes beaches
more susceptible to coastal recession and scouring (swift erosion) (Nurse,
1993 and Cambers, 1997). Costal dunes are also protected by vegetation.

Dunes are important for beach sedimentation for reducing the amount of
wave energy that reaches the sand terrace. Another vital feature that
promotes shoreline stability is the mangrove. Mangroves trap sediments and
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serve as filter and reservoirs for landward run-off. When the mangroves are
removed, hi& concentrations of nutrients are released into the immediate
shorelines and coral reefs. This release of nutrients cause increased growth

of algae and decreases the oxygen levels in the run-off waters and coastal
streams. This in tum disrupts the filtering of toxins and allows them to be
released into the oceans. Corral reefs also play a vital role in beach and
coastal stability (Towle, 1991).

4. Water Quality Deteriontion: Water quality deteriorates due to the
discharge of untreated domestic and industriai effluent, run-offcontaining
agricultural chemicals, pesticides and eroded soils (Nurse,1993). This
problem results in not only degradation of the natural environment of the
small island but also poses a health pmblern for the people.
5. Beach Sand Mining: Beach minhg is commonly practiced for the purposes

of tourism and constmction in many small islands. The effkcts of beach

mining leads to significant changes in beach morphology and dope and the
capacity of the small island systern to adjust to seasonal wave climate
(Nurse, 1990 and NHCS,2000). Continued sand deficiency diminishes the

role of the beach as an effective buffer to wave energy and increases
susceptibility to the impacts of hunicanes and sea-level rise.
6. Construction on Sensitive Beach Areas: Construction within the active
beach zone increases the incidence of localized land erosion of the small
island. Construction of facilities such as airports, hotels, roads, and harbors
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reduces the swface area for wave energy absorption and increases the

intensity of wave scouring and property damage (Cambers, 1997).
7. Tourism: Tourism is often idenifieci as a promishg growth sector in small

Carîbbean islands as it offers one of the few opportunities for economic

diversification in the smaller islands and has many links -directly and
indirectly to other economic sectors - such as agriculture, fisbing, industry
and services and transportation (Cambers, 1997). The objectives of the

promotion of tourism in small Caribbean islands are to accelerate growth of
national incornes; to create gainfùl employment; to extract foreign exchange
earnings; and to increase govemment tax revenues. Predominant tourist

attractions in smalî Caribbean islands are climate and beaches. As a
prequisite for developing tourism as a major industry, a substantial amount
of investment is needed in UiErastructure, particulatly in airport facilities,
roads, sewage, waste management, water supplies, other utiîities, and
telecornmunications (Towle, 1991).
If tourism and other human induced activities are lefi unmanageci, it can cause

extensive deterioration of the s m d island environment. The next section
discusses Nevis' tourism industry and the impact it has on the small island

environment.
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Photograph 5: Four Season's Hotel At Pinneyls Beach, August 1995 (Cambers, 1996)

Photograph 6: Cbanges i t Pinneyls Beach, Four Scrson's Resort (same d e n ) One Month
After Hurricane Luis In October 1995 (Cambers, 1996)
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2.4 NEWS AND ITS rWRISM lNDUS7RY
The natural conditions of scarcity that exist within small islands make these

environments liable to overexploitation, leading to degradation or complete destruction
of the resource (McEachem and Towle, 1974). At the same time, policy makers tend to
seek to facilitate economic development by maumizing the benefits to be gained h m a
small island's natural resowes. A good example of such an initiative is the growth and
development of the tourisrn industry in many small Caribbean islands (Bailantyne,
1995). The United Nations Environment Programme (19%) identifies tourïsm as "...a

promising growth sector in small island developing states. It offers one of the few
opportunities for economic diversification in very small islands". Tourism is linked with

many economic sectors- agriculture, fishing and sexvices. Tourism is an important
element of socio-econornic and political development in many counûïes.
Tourism can have an important role in the development process of a small
island's domestic economies in the areas of local foods and materials, crafts and culture,
music and way of life. If the development process is plaaaed carefùlly, including hotel
construction, impoaationof goods and foods, preservation of culture and heritage
protection of the island's environment, the tourisrn industry can be very positive for a
small island (Hirvonen and Cote, 1986). However, the c o p r a t e hotel interests (such as
the Four Seasons Resort, Sandals and Club Med, that are found on many small islands),

international airlines, cnUse ship lines, travel agents, and bauks, al1 use their economic

opportunities in such environments as opporhuiities for their own growth (Strauss, 1989).
Tourkm growth at an uncontrollcd rate and capacity also brings with it new pressures of
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the more developed countn~machinery,mass transport and communications

(McEachern, 1974).
Management strategies in the small Caribbean islands are partly attributable to the
following factors (United Nations, 2000):
1. The tourism industry in Nevis has replaced its agicultural and fishing

industries (agriculhual and fishing activities are now practised for local
consumption or pleaswe).
2. The beach and coastal sub-zones are major attractions for visitors and locals.

Visible destruction, pollution and deterioration of these areas are the result.
3. Hotel construction and associateci recreational facilities are large-scale and,

not only occupy larger landmasses but they place increaslg demands on the
quantity of resources used.
4. Increased recreational activity on the beach, coastal and lowlands sub-zones

lead to disturbance of habitat, interference of species life cycles and destruction
of their habitat.
As early as 1992, environmental planners such as Towle and Cambers (1992)

identified the tourism industry in Nevis, as capable of having the largest impact on the
natural environment of Nevis. This has been codbmed by both personal observation

and the United Nations which found in 2000 that, large areas of costal land (th&

includes beach zones and coastal Lowlands) are used for hotel construction, golf courses,
tennis courts, spas etc. The natural vegetation and physical landscape is altered to create

a more appealing and sophisticated site; inEiastnicture expansion and development
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dong the coastline is also aitering the natural beach zone that protects the coastal
lowlands (United Nations, 2000).
The expertise to manage and monitor developmental problems, human activity,
and ~ t r u c t u r does
e not exist in any operationai or authoritaîive body on the island
(Ackland, 1997). For example, Nevis relies on ground water for its source of portable

water. There is a need for Nevis to develop an integrated coastal zone management plan
to manage its coastal fesources and to prevent M e r degradation to its environment.

2.5 MANAGING SMALL ISLAND ENWROUMENTS
Environmental management according to Bdlantyne (1995) involves the

exploration of-cross-sectoraland multi-disciplinary linloges, adoption of a long-tnm
strategic perspective, participation in decision-making that includes various
organizations, communities and institutions and the need for full co-operation and
support on al1 environmental issues. Ballantyne (1995) uses the Caribbean island of
Trinidad and Tobago as an example to illustrate how the responsibility for the
environment in Trinidad and Tobago has been shuttled between several ministries over
the years. This led to a situation where the environment was not managed in a cohaent

and CO-ordinatedmarner. In response to some of these problems, the government
established an Environmental Management Authority (EMA)to be responsible for the
overall enWonmenta.1coordination. One of the priorities for the new agency was to

develop a national Monnation system to link and integrate the many national institutions
that have demonstrateci environmental interests.
Leonard Nurse, Coastal Geomorphologist and Director of the Barbados Coastal
Zone Management Unit (1993) identifies coastal problems in small islands as "those
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problems dways rooted in resource use conflicts". Nevis for example, is experiencing
growth in its tourism industry -which is highly dependent on its natural resources. As a

result, processes of erosion and accretion are o c c h g at different points of the coast
(Cambers, 1996). Like all other small Ciwïbbean islands, Nevis faces substantial

environmental challenges with limited managerial and technical resources to meet them.
Hence, the national environmental pnorities need to be carefiilly detetmined and

maximized, including those that can be obtained through foreign aid.
The National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP, 1987) of St, Kitts and Nevis

analyzed the environmental issues affecting Nevis and set forth a long-term strategy for

maintaihg Nevis's natural environment, the health and safety of its population, and its
culhiral hentage as economic development occurs. In pmposing practicd measures to
remedy Nevis' environmental problems the objective of NEAP (1987) was to develop

"a long term national environmental policy and investment strategy based on
comprehensive environmental analysis". At the United Nations Convention to Combat
Desertification, (2000). St. Kitts/Nevis Government indicated that its government is
planning to prepare a management plan that will incorporate appropriate economic
policies, incentives and controls providing for cesource-based seMces such as: water
suppfy, waste disposal, sand mining violations, effluent discharge and deforestation.

To date, an ICZM pmess for Nevis ha3 not been developed. In looking for a
useful ICZM example applicable to Nevis, it was essential to find an islaad with an
ICZM plan; that shared similar environmental problems, geophysicai (topographie)

features, economic development trends and coastal zone problems. Some Caxibbean
islands have developed coastal zone management plans that adâress the issues of
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tourkm and resource management on the islaads such as education, conservation,
hotel construction and beach protection The Caribbean island of Bahados was selected
as a comparative island for this research. The activities involved in developing the

Barbados Coastal Zone Management Plan and its components will be examined in the
following chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE: BARBADOS COASTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN:
ITS RELEVANCE TO NEVIS
Coastal Zone Management Planning is Iargely synonymous with resource
planning and management (Cambers, 1992). The four coastal sub-zones -the offshore,
lowlands, beach and coastal offshore are ecologicaily comectd because of the
interaction with each other and the fllnctions that take place within these boundaries.
Thus when man-made activity is added to the ecologicd complexity of these four subzones, the need for an effective coastal zone management plan becornes increasingly
apparent.
This chapter outlines the integrated coastal zone management components that

were used by Barbados in developing its Costal Zone Management Plan. The intention
of this chapter is to extract the best management components of the Barbados Costal

Zone Management Plan as they apply to Nevis. The reason for selecting Barbados as an
example for integrated coastal zone management is d i s c d in the next section.
3.7 USING BARBADOS ICZM AS AN EXHMPCE FOR THIS RESEARCH
Barbados is the most easterly of the islands located in the Caribbean Basin. Like
Nevis, Barbados is generally flat dong the coast and hilly in the interior. Barbados has no
natural deep-water harbour and is largely surrounded by coral reefs. Since the late
1960's, the govenunent has shified its efforts h m sugar production to tourism. An
environmental synopsis of Barbados in the early 1980's indicated that soi1 erosion was
one of the major environmental problerns codhnting Barbados, followed by coastal
erosion, solid waste disposal, inadequate management and marine pollution. Domestic
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pollution fiom septic tanks and pits was dso reaching the coastal zone via leaching and
direct discharge.

Coral reefs on the West Coast of Barbados deteriorated as a direct consequence of
pollution fiom intense hotel and residential development (UNCED, 2000). For example,
seagrass beds are located in patches up to about 50 M offshore in very shaliow water,
however, because of pollution, the seagrass beds were not healthy and consequently were
unable to trap sediments. Barbados was also once abundant with mangrove swamps.

These swamps have now disappeared and given way to coastal development - hotels,
roads, and Mastructure (UNESCO, 2000). There are two reef systems that surround the

island: the inner reefs (near the shoreline) and banier reefs (in deeper waters) (UNCED,
2000).

Barbados bas been using an ICZM approach since 1983 and this has facilitated
the choice of using Barbados as an example for this research. The sections that follow
elaborate on the process and components of the Barbados Coastal Zone Management
Plan and the institutional h e w o r k s that underlie and influence the environmental
decisions. Barbados was the k t Caribbean island to develop an ICZM plan. In 1983 a
Coastai Zone Management Unit, (CZMU) was established as a specialized govexnmental
unit that was specifically concemed with issues relatbg to coastal erosion and the

application of management strategies for dealing with this threat.

The major functions of the unit at that time were coastal monitoring (beaches,
coral reefs, waves, water quality, tides); coastal development control (together with town

planning); design, construction and evaluation of sea defense works; environmental
education and awareness and surveillance (Atherly, Smith,and Nurse, 1993).
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An Integrated Coastal Zone Management Process for a Small Island: A Case Study of Nevis

Gulf
d
Mexico

Figure 5: Map Showing Locatlon Of Barbados In The Caribbeaa (Source: CEP, 1997)
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The long tenn objective of the Unit was to design and implernent an effective,
comprehensive coastal zone management plan for the island and to ensure that the wast
retained its vital role in economic, social and physical development of Bvbados
(Cambers, 1992). in 1984, the Govemment of Barbados cornpleted a pre-feasibiiity

study. This study, fùnded by the Inter-Amencan Development Bank was the nrOt major

project work executed by the Unit and was designed to determine and assess the causes
of coastal erosion in Barbados and to make recommendations on remedial strategies. The
overall objective of the study was also to provide a clearer understanding of the forces
that govemed beach and wastline erosion. Specinc study objectives of Phase I included:

Surveying the nature and possible causes of the problems of erosiodaccntion
dong the Barbados coastline.
Examining the alternatives for protecting the south and western coastline fhm
technical and economic viewpoints.
IdentifLing costdbenefits of alternative solutions.
Developing ternis of reference for a feasibiiity study regarding institutional
changes.
Strengthening the roles and institutional capabilities of the Ministries of
housing and lands to manage the coastline and beaches more efficiently.
In 1991- 1995, the Unit launched another feasibility and pre-investment Coastal

Conservation Shidy as part of its ICZM plan. The major components of the project were
to research and define strategies for the preparation of an integrated coastal
management plan for the Atlantic coast of Berbados and design a pre-feasibility
assessment of an investment program for Phase IL This pre-feasibility project consisted
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of several pilot projects -oceanographic, biological and coastal land use studies for
establishing long term CO&

management programs; water quaiity pilot projects,

beach enhancement and monitoring progranis. At the end of Phase II it was concluded
that the south and western coastline of Barbados had been steadily deteriorating. This

deterioration had serious implications for the fisheries industry, the marine ecosystem
health, and coral reefs and seagrass beds. Based on the d t s of the study, the Coastal
Zone Management Unit introduced a Marine Pollution Bill that provided for the
prevention, reduction and control of pollution of the Marine Environment (UNCSD,
1999). While the focus is on the wastal and marine zone, the Bill recognizes that

significant amounts of marine pollution originate h m land b

d resources.

Following the Marine Pollution Bill, a Coastal Zone Management Bill (Bill)
was introduced. This Bill provided a comprehensive statutory basis for Coastal Zone

management and planning in Barôados. It sought to coordinate and update the existing,
bgmented statutes relevant to coastal management and made provisions for critical
areas of concern not covered by current legislation (UNCSD,1999). The Bill serves as
the foundation for the preparation of an integrated coastal zone management plan that

sets out the Government of Barbados' coastal management policy and technical
guidelines for the use and allocation ofcoastal resources. As a result of the studies, pilot
projects and bills introduced, two areas in Barbados have been designated as marine
protected areas (Carlisle Bay and Rockley Breakwater).

Today the Unit is responsible for: advising the Barbados govemment on
environmental and energy policy, developing programs to implement policy; and
developing and delivering public environmental education. The unit also acts as a focal
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point for regional and international agencies and is responsible for facilitating
partnerships with the various sectors and co-ordinating coastal management activities
with the public (Atherly, 1993). The Unit is presently involved in a pmject aimed at

developing a Coastal Zone Management Plan for the East Coast of the island following that developed for the West and Southem coast between 1991-1995 (IDB
Arnerica, 1999). The next section examines the components of the Barbados Coastal

Zone Management Plan.
3.2 THE COMPONENrS OF THE BARBADOS COASTAL ZONE
MANAGEMENT PLAN
In order to encourage integrated coastal zone management in Barbados, the Unit

has implemented a series of projects, studies and programs particularly around the West

and south coast of the island. The Unit has completed extensive research and
monitoring programs designeci at ensuring integrated coastal zone management. Some
examples of Barbados ICZM activities are:

Beach profiling for over 100 sites
Wave climate analysis

Tide level monitoring
Water quality assessments
Fringing and bank reef surveys
Longshore sediment movement
Geographic Information Unit (GIS)data collection
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An Intcgraîed C

d Zone Management hnmafor

S n d Islul: A Cur Slvlp of Nevh

Using the information h m the studies above, the staff at the Unit appiied the
research towards developing and implementing coastal zone projects, Some examples
are:

Developing coastal legislation
Lagoon monitoring and improvement
Beach access
Ocean data management

Revegetation and dune management
Artificial seaweed as means of erosion control
The Unit works in consultation with several agencies and govemment
departments to make decisions with respect to integrated coastal zone management.
Table 2 below categorizes and bsts the Govemment agencies and departments involved

in the decision-making process for coastal zone management issues.

-

(3) Connnrrtion of
Marine Rawurces

-

Issues and Corstri zone
Managemant

0

Coasbl Zone Management
Unit
Town and Country Planning
Department
Ministry of Finance and
Econornic Affairs
Fisheries Oeparbnent
Coast Guard
Environmental Division
Environmerital Engineering
Division
Govemment Labofatory
National Conservation
Commission
Community Representatives

management Unit
Coast Guard
Environmental
Engineering Division
Chief Parliament
Counsel
National Conservation
Commission
Ministry of Transport
Harbour
PortAuthority
Community
Represeritatives

-

0

COastalZone
Management Unit
Ministry of Foreign
Affairs
Fisheries Division
National
Conservation
Commission
MarineDmsion
Environmental
Division
Community
Re~resentatives

Table 3: Parties Respoasible For Integratd Decision-Making On CouW Zone
Managemat Issues (Source: UNEP, 1996)
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There are 9 o r p n h t i o n s thaî are involvecl in the review and decision-making
process for sustainable development issues and coastai zone management. These parties
also interact and receive input h m the 7 parties responsible for providing input into the
Marine Environment Protection issues and the 6 parties that participate in the committee
responsible for the Conservation of Marine Resources. It should be noted that each subcommittee or category has representation h m the cornmunity. The participating
members of these three groups bring to the table their own experiences, skills and

expertise from their respective disciplines and professions. The input h m the review
and decision making process are derived through presentations of different perspectives
and discussions of the issues as they affect various users and regulatory bodies. For
each category, the Unit serves as the Chair of the sessions.

This is another Unportant aspect of the integrated approach used by Barbados.
This ensures that there is consistency in the process, p a t e r transparency of sharing,

and CO-operationin working towards a common goal. The Unit uses its role to facilitate
the development of solutions in the form of studies, pilot projects, research and
methodology; avoid duplication of such activities by other agencies thereby increasing
the opportunities for program delivery and efficiency. Several other local groups are
involved in delivering education and programs. They include:

The "adopt-your-beach" organization (non-profit) utilizes varbus companies

and groups (Junior Chamber of Commerce, Church gmups etc.) to aid in

beach clean-ups and awareness campaigns.
An International Year of the Ocean committee has been established to

implement various activities to highlight the Ocean.
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Public meetings with community groups and citizens are held reguiarly.
Fishermen7sp u p s , seagmss farmers and harvesters etc. are c o d t e d for
their traditional kuowledge of the marine environment etc.
Non Govemxnental Orgauïzations (NGO's)
The PressMedia
Youth and Student p u p s ( h m churches and schools)

Divers' Association - PADI (Professional Association of Drivers
Incorporated)
Table 3 summarizes the action taken by the Unit via its Coastal Conservation
Programme (CCP)to address the issues afEécting the sub-unes of the Barbados coastal
zone. The action taken was in the fonn of studies, surveys, data acquisition and
assessments. The activities employed by the CCP demonstrated that issues arising h m
public use access required monitoring and control, enforcement, penalties and change of
legislation. Pilot projects were al= designed around eco-tourism and beach zoning.
The Barbados Coastal Zone Management Plan is now in its 17" year (1984 present). During this p e n d there was a movement h m the feasibility studies and data
collection toward the consolidation and establishment of a routine wodc program via the
technical agency known as the Coastal Conservation Project Unit of Barbados. The
Barbados's ICZM appmach involved a combination of trained and experienced coastal
engineers, technical managers and planners, biologists, fisheries experts. land use
planning managers, tourism experts, environmental impact assessrnent officers and GIS

analysts in the development of the guidelines, impact assessments, pilot prograrns and
analysis of the information collected.
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THE BARBADOS COiiSTAl, ZONE ISSUES AÏIDRESSED BY ï ï S ICZMP
1

/1

11

Wind, wave, current, tide,
sediment impacts
Shoreline impact
Wave cliinate and processes
Coastal water circulation
Cost-recovery analysis

THE COASTAL LOWL

1

1

/

1

Infiastructure
Agriculture management
sewage co~ectioi
Land degradation
Soi1 erosion
Tourism and imeation
Land use issues: zoning,
~unduies
Population growth and
housing
Land resources services
THE INLAND SUB-ZONE:

1a
1

Data acquisition and
andysisFcasibilitystudies
Landusestudies
Sb-zoatqingin
coilaboration with land
use activities.

1- Public ri*

and access

to C O Q S ~otrsbort
~.
u ~ e

(reguiations, seasonaï

use, penalties, sutveying)
2.

Markmmagerncnt
projects.

3.

Coastalengincering

EIA

THE BEACH SUB-ZX)NE:
Wave activity on beach zone
~each/~oast~~rocesses
Beach development
Beach rocWsand remval
Breakwaters
Beach nourishment
Beach habitats
Beach uses
Beach pollution

1

MALN TASKS FOR PILOT
PROJECTS

THE SUB-ZONES:

Agriculture
Population growth and
housing
Toun'sm
Recreational activities
Forest - use and degradation
Resource - use and
depletion
Habitat nranagement

mrveying
Education
Analysis auû modelling
Contml options for Storm
water, pesticides, sewage
and wastc nut-off.
Habitat and nesting
monitoang
Vcgctation and organism
identification
Survcying d asscssing
damage to rcsowce base
Education awareness
Monitoring
Measuring depletion,
degradation, and poilution
Revamping management
practices and actions
Vegetation identification
Monitoring and
regulation
Training

impact study
Beach use issues zoning, open access,
public participation
PrngtPrmnes, k x h
~)urishmcatprogrammcs
and mnitonng
3. Data acquisition mopping
2.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Identa & design cc*
towisrn pmâucts and
pmjects.
Consult with other
isiands
ModifLexisting
dcvelopnunt pians
Public information
dissemination and
participation
Environmental Impact
Assessrncnt.

-

Spatiai assessrnent and
&lysisi
Habitat monitoring and
surveying
Species data collection
and nionitoring
(behatvioural, diet and
habitat changes)
Hwnan activities impact
studjes
Public information and
education

1. Ecosystcm data analysis
and mapping
2. institutional mechanisms
3. Water quality monitoring
4. Devtlopment legislation
5. Peiiirlties
6. Tourismcontrol
initiatives
7. Intcr-institutional cooperation and coordination
8. Pollution control

Table 4: Summary Of The Barbados C o W Conservation Programme Wot Projects Addressing
The Issues Affecting The Barbados C0ast.l Zone (Adrpted from: Atherly, Smith dNurse, 1993)
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Table 3 separates the issues into the sub-zones, which fpcilitates the cornparison
to Nevis and provide some ideas of potential coastal zone management projects and
action that can be applied to Nevis. One objective of this research, is to detennine the
best management components of the Barbados Integrated Coastal Zone Management
Plan that c m be applied to Nevis. This chapter suggests that Nevis can adapt the
successfbl components of the Barbados Integrateâ Coastal Zone Management Plan to its
own needs for developing an ICZM process.

These two islands display similar coastal zone degradation and deterioration
issues and it is anticipated that some of the pilot projects and programs h m Barbados

can be applied to Nens. However, in order to determine the applicability of the
successes and best components of the Barbados ICZM Plan, the cumnt programs and
existing legislation within Nevis need to be exarnined. The next section surnarizes the
programs, activities and mechanisms that are currently in place to manage Nevis'
environment and coastal zone.

3.3 ANALYUNG EXISTING LEGISUTION AND CURRENT PROGRAMS IN
NE VIS
Although environmental action and awareness began in Nevis in the 1940's with

legislation that was regulatory in nature. tnie development only began ernerging in the
late 1980's. As a result, much development ha9 taken place without environmental
standards or mandatory d e s in place. Environmental legislation in Nevis was enacted
in the 1940s but was regdatory in nature. Table 5 below provides some examples of the

types of legislation passed in the 1900s for specific resources and planning and
development in Nevis. For example, the Beach Control Otdinance (1%1) provides
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authority to control sand mining and construction on the foreshore (beach zone). Use or
encroachment of the beach zone or flmr of the sea is prohibited, except with the

permission of the Minister of Agriculture, Lands, Housing and Development (Towle,
1991).

TABLE 4: PRIMARY RESOURCE MANAGEMENT LEGISLATION IN NEVIS

2. Agriculture

LEGISLA'MON
Town and Country Ordinance, 1949
Land Development Ordinance, 1966
National Agricultural Corporation

3. Forestry
4. Water

Forestry (Nevis) Rejplations, 1940
Watercourses and Waienuorks Act,

RESOURCE
1. P l d g and development

1956

Watercourse and Waterworks
Regulation, 1973

-

5. Tourkm
6. Beaches
7. Protected Areas

Beach Control Ordinance, 1961
Public Parks Regulation Ordiname,
1945
Fiskies Act 1984
National Conservation and
Environment Protectiori.Act, 1987
Wild Birds Protection Ordinance,

8, Wildlife

1913
_

9. Waste Management

Fisheries Regulation, 1986
Public Health Act, 1969
Public Health and Disposal of Refiise,
1978

Litter (abatement) Act, 1989
Table 5: Prim~ryRcsource Management Lcgislatioii In Nevis (Towle, 1991)

Today, the legal basis for resource management in Nevis is pmvided for by the
National Conservation and Environment Protection Act (NCEPA), 1987. It is the only
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-

existing legislation that calls for conservation and protection of the environment. This
document provides for.
The establishment of protected areas and p h ;

The preparation and implementation of a coastal zone management plan to

regulate development activities in the coastal area;
The prohibition of unauthorized sand mining and removal of beach vegetation;
The prohibition of waste disposai within the coastal zone;
The protection of forest resources and wild animais and birds including flora and

fauna;
The promotion of conservation in the federation as part of a long-terni
development plan (Towle, 1W 1);
The establishment of an Advisory Consenration Commission;

The public nght to access and recreational use of al1 beaches;
The prohibition of waste disposal within the coastal zone;
The establishment of soi1 conservation regulations;

The protection of forests;
The protection of wild animals and birds; and

The unauthorized search and recovery of antiquities (Towle, 1991).
Under the provisions of the NCEPA Act, the Advisory Conservation
Commission is mandateci to carry out the Ministry's hctions of selection, management
including the preparation of management plans and administration of protected areas.

The commission cumntly consist of eight members: the Chairman, Deputy Chairman,
three other representatives appointeci by the Minister, and the six remaining members
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are drawn b m the Nevis Island Administration, Brimstone HIU Forîress National Park
Society, and the Nevis Historical Conservation Society.

In addition to the Advisory Conservation Commission, NCEPA also States that
the Minister of Agriculture, Lands, Housing and Development, through consultation
with the Advisory Conservation Commission, is responsible for the preparation and
implementation of a coastal zone management plan to regulate development. The
Minister may also declare certain areas to be protected beaches, where activities such as
fishing, the use of boats, certain sports, mining or removing of treasufes or artifacts
fkom the seabed are prohibited (NCEPA,1987). Also the fhction of the Advisory

Conservation Commission has w t been strengthened or esbblished as a lead agency for
environmental and integrated coastal zone management.

NCEPA (1987) created an awareness of the vulnerability and value of the nation's
cultural and natural amenities and initiated some changes in Nevis. This resulted in three

positive developments that cailed for protection and management of cultural resources,
local support of the coastal management and cultural preservation goals and local

initiatives that can make a difference. Some activities included:
Enactment of legislation providing a rational firamework for protecting and

rnanaging cultural resources.
The formation of private sector organizations with broad preservation goals: The

Nevis Histoncal and Consewation Society established in 1980.
Preservation and Conservation initiatives for Nevis's resources undertaken by the
Govemment.
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The Nevis Historicai Conservation Society (NHCS)is the principal Non
Governmental Orgmktion (NGO) in Nevis that is concemed with the enviro~l~~lental
issues The NHCS aims at promoting the protection and prrsgvation of the ecology and

natural Iife forms on the island. Over the years, the NHCS extemdly funded studîes and
reports that focuseci specifically on environmental issues in Nevis. Some examples
include coastal erosion, fisheries management, land development and zoning, and
agricultural diversification. The NHCS is an example of an organization that already
works with and delivers environmental programs with many Nevisian businesses,
members of society, high school students, hotels, government officials and international
experts.
The NHCS is involved in many environmental education programs and projects
that encourage awareness and positive change on the island. Some examples of on-going
projects are:
Monthly ECO Newsletters: Aimed at children in @es

4-6. This newsletter

explores environmental issues and includes activities and environmental tips
to encourage children to work on solutions to the environmental problems.
Teachers Kits: Kits that focused on one theme and contain background
information for the educator and al1 supplernentary materials to enable
teachers to conduct interesting and participatory lessons.
Environment Week: The Event is held annually and includes displays,
environmental contests, and other activities whereby the public can become
involved.
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Coastal Clean up: An annuai event held in participation with the Centre for

Marine Conservation. In 1999,216 people were involved in the event. It was
estimated thaî 8.2 miles of Nevis coastline was covered and a total of 3,328
pounds of garbage was removeci.
An active environmentai cornmittee that meets regularly to pubiish articles,

and produce radio segments on environmental issues.

Environmentai Hall of Fame Awards event: Various members of society that
initiate clean-up and environrnentally related activities are awarded for their
efforts. For example, teachers leading a workshop on recycling to address the
solid waste problern in Nevis; volunteers who actively patrol the beaches for
poachers and garbage patrol; and tourism and heritage protection pprticipation
etc.
Biodiversity and Field Studies workshops and pmjects that focus on

irnproving the understanding of island species, conservation of resources,
developmental impacts on natural resources and marine and costal zone
management.
The above examples (NHCS, 2000), illustrate that the NHCS is striving towards

providing public education snd involving the costal communities in its environmental
projects and progmns. Its education programs are being used as important tools to
comrnunicate resource and environmental management on many levels, h m children
to local communities, fishermen, govemment officiais, and visitors aIike. The
enforcement of legislation and regulatory mechanisrns will be easis with the support of
the local communities and resource users.

Barbados Coastal Management Plan: Iks Reievance to Nevis

While the NHCS has enwuraged environmental awareness and has involved
various members of the communïty in its activities, there is other govemment initiatives

that are currently in the planning stages tbat relate specificaliy to the use, protection and
conservation of Nevis' resources. These include:
1. Coastal Marine Resources:

Development of legislation in Nevis is currently being reviewed in
context of integrated coastal zone management.
Introduction of Environmental Impact Asesments as a decision making
tool.
Development of educatiod awareness programs promoting the
sustainable use of coastal resources.

2. Land Resources:
Implementation of policies to encourage the use of soi1 consewation
methods and to regdate the cutting of trees.
Review of national physical planning legislation that includes increased
awareness and strenghening of the planning offices through training.
3. Biodiversity:

Development of legislation to conseme biodiversity in temestrial and
marine areas.
Development of strategies for consenration and sustainable use of these
resources (UNESCO, 2000).
The existing environmental legislation in Nevis, NCEPA (1987) does not

sufliciently address the issues of coastal zone management in Nevis. It also does not
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offer adequate monitoring and enforcement measures h m which conservation and
protection results can be achieved. Because there is no integrated management approach
for Nevis, the goveniment has been unable to demonstrate more than a sectoral bascd
management approach whereby specific programs and activities are developed to
address one resource area. For example, there are no programs implemented in Nevis
that link and monitor land use resources and water quality or waste management
(sewage, pollution and run-ofT), coral reef ecosystem health and development dong the
coastline of Nevis. This type of integrated management approach is lacking in Nevis.
There is the need to rwamp the NCEPA (1987) Act and to develop an Integrated
Coastal Zone Management Plan for Nevis.

ill be to use what already
The key to developing an ICZM plan for Nevis w
exists and build upon such initiatives. For example, the Advisory Conservation
Commission has already been established under NCEPA (1987). Its b c t i o n can be
strengthened and the Commission can take on a more proactive role in the ICZM
process. The NHCS can continue to provide environmental awareness and increase
public and cornmunity support for such initiatives. In addition, the idionnation collected

and conclusions of the programs and projects already implemented by Cambers (1 992),
Caribbean Environment Program (1997), Inter-American Development Bank (1999)

and the Island Resource Foudation (199 1) can be developed into a second and third
phases.
Nevis can learn h m the Barbados ICZM Plan example and c m also incorporate
some of its management componnits where applicable. The Barbados example includes

the activities that were implemented and used to develop an integrated coastal zone
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management plan. It identifid issues, established cornmittees, developed and
implemented pilot projects (with ali members of society and govamnent participahg

in the process) and built the ICZM hmework on what had already bem done in
Barbados. The next section examines the best management components of the Barbados
Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan that can be applied to Nevis.
3.4 APPLYlNG BEST COMPONENTS FROM THE BARBADOS ICZM PLAN
TO NEVIS
The goal of ICZM is to manage the coastal zone effectively to ensure that

environmental, economic and developmental concems are balanced (%a

-Eng., 1993).

The Barbados Coastal Zone Management Plan (BCZMP)developed a large number of
projects and activities that can be adapteû for a variety of smaller Caribbean Islands such

as Nevis. The BCZMP has four main fùnctions:
1. Environmental planning and permit regulation;

2. Monitoring of coastal systems;
3. Environmental awareaess and education programs; and,
4. Legislation and enforcement (control and regulatory purposes).

It is important to recognize that not al1 the components of the plan are applicable
to small islands since every island differs in size, culture, history, economy, population
size and land use practices etc. However, small islands liLe Nevis can draw f b m the
experiences and successes of the BCZMP.
Best components and successes that can be applied to Nevis are:
1. Environmental Awareness:
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Management strategies that involve public participation in the decisionmaking pmcess of development and management initiatives cg. community
beach clean upa
Newsletters distributed to various NGO's throughout the Caribbean.
Involvement of youth in projects and community groups - volunteers
2. Initiating prefeuibüity studies, piîot projects:

Data collection and analysis.

Research conducted dong the coastlines, kaches and coral reefs
particularly on the more densely popdated areas.
3. Monitoring ptograms for coast.1 and marine resources:

Sand dune re-vegetation and monitoring.
In-land re-vegetation and regmeration
Sea g r a s bed (offshore zone) revegetation.
4. Strengthenhg instihitiocial arrangements and administrative capacity:

Employee training and introducing the use of decision-making tools (HA)
to minimize coastal development.
National policy planning that ïncludes environment and economic policy.
Establishment of an Environmental Unit or body that consists of
representatives h m the government, NGû community, public
communities and various technical and engineering members. Investing in

human resource development ideas by infushg education curricula at
secondary and tertiary levels of education but not only at the primary
level.

Barbados Coasral Management Plan: ils ReIevance to N d

The Coastal Zone Management Unit was the lead co-ordinatingbody in
the ICZM process. In Barbacios the Unit was given le@ authority to make

planning and development decisions regarding the coastal zone as should
be the case with Nevis.
The Unit was also the facilitator for the process of developing various

M e s of coastal zone legislation and Bills including the Integrated
Coastal Zone Management Act.

5. Community participation and hclusioa in the decision makhg process:

The ICZM plan process included d l groups, organizations, and agencies
that represented various groups and stakeholders.
Community participation ensured support for programs when designed

and implemented and also resulted in a more environmentally educated
population.

Local resource users were also included in the decision-making process

and development of pilot projcçts such as the sea gras growers and
fanners, the fishing industry, sea moss cultivators and sea urchin gathers.

This created a fonun for exchange of ideas, open discussions and rednA
solutions in accepting a solution for livelihoods versus resource
conservation. These p u p s were also very instrumental in providing

traditional knowledge on the impor&ance and use of the resomes,
harvesting methods employed and ment observations of the status and

health of the resources.
6. Encouraging Government Departments to work c~peratively:
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The coilaborative efforts of the various government departments
discouraged sectoral management witbin thei.specific juridiction. This
enabled government officiais to think, plan and make decisions in a more
integrated manner (%bkbg outside the box").

Co-operation arnongst the goveiament departments led to a more
effective and efficient means of utilizing financial nsources and

delivering programs a d projeCa in a more efficient manner (sharing of
repnsibilities and resources leadhg to economies of scale).

Government participation in the local meetings and sub-coRltnittees
provided opportunities for the local community members to discuss their
concerns with the "politicians" and created a more transparent process.
This interaction also developed a relationship of trust between the

govexnment and the local population.

The underlying elements of the management pmcess for Nevis can be
summarized as follows:
Improving the understanding of the Coastal Zone of Nevis - understanding
how the naturai environment and human activities are interconnected to fonn

a system.
Detennining the tools, techniques and mechanisms that wili be used to
practice coastai zone management and how these goals will be achieved in
both the short term and long term.

Detemiining the role of the civilian society and the society's contribution, role
and responsibility in the ICZM process.
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4. Priontizing and d y z i n g the best approach, options and alternatives that cau
be used for achieving Integrated Coastal Zone Management in Nevis.
5. Empowerment of the stakeholders iovolved in the process so that the p u p is

a legally binding decision-makingbody.

6. Overcoming challenges and constmints of the Integrated Coastal Zone

Management Plan.
Implementing the activities of an integrated costal zone management plan

requires many years of data collection, ongoing monitoring, alteration of activities and
methods to meet changing conditions and needs, w-operation among many stakeholders,
flexibility to adapt, public participation, and financial stability. Chapter 4 will develop
and will discuss activities that can be initiated by the Govemment of Nevis towards the
development of an integrated coastal zone management plan.
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CHAPTER FOUR: AN DNTEGRATED COASTAL ZONE
MANAGEMENT PROCESS FOR NEWS
Integrated Coastal Zone Management encompasses the concepts of integrated
coastal zone management (ICZM) and sustainable development (Cicin-Sain, 1993). It
requires balancing a wide range of ecological, cultural, governance and economic
considerations. For example, successful tourism development in Nevis will require a mix
of hotels and shops, suitable infiastnictures, an accessible and relatively unspoiled nahual
environment, water sanitation, waste disposal, ports, and mach ail inextricably linked and
managed under one plan of action. The purpose of this section is to examine the elements
involved in the development of an ICZM process for Nevis including challenges and
constraints.

ICZM is seen as a proeess required only for technical experts and
professionals, however the successful development of an ICZM process is dependent on
strong leadership, good management and co-ordination of stakeholders, participants and
activities and community involvement thmughout the entire pmcess (Cicin-Sain, 1993).
The overall ICZM process is continuous and c m be very comprehensive; hancially

consuming and may cumulatively take many years to be fully implemented. Nevis will
need to consider the level of planning and detail that is required and components, issues
and activities that need to be addressed in the first few years of the development of the
ICZM process.

.

4.1 DEVELOPING AN INTEGRATED COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT
PROCESS FOR NEWS
The process of ICZM involves restructuring present organizations and the way

they work with each other, develop prograrns and share information. As well it
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recognizes the challenges and constrain& faced in the development process. An ICZM
process is designed for use by the generai public, local govermnents, schools, consultants,
international and regional planners and managers, academics and community groups. It is

therefore essential that these members be included at the very early stages of the process
to ensure successful development of the long-term ICZM plan itseifand its associated

prograrns (Cambers, 1991). The process is presented as a sequence of consecutive steps

or in some instances, steps that are to occur concurrently to each 0 t h . Each step is
important in itself, but of more significance, the information, ideas and discussions
denved at each stage need to be documented.
Nevis' ICZM process requires the following:
1. A series of public hearings, workshops and meetings to determine and publicue the

need for ICZM on the island, clarification of the issues that surround the ICZM

process -what it is whom it involves and why it is needed. This includes a piocess of
determinhg the stakeholders, their d e and the level of participation required h m

each.

ICZM links the responsibilities of local govemment, general public and

groups with the communities (women's groups, church groups, youth groups,
school clubs, the Leo and Lions club, the Junior Chamber of Commerce etc.),
local industries (fishing, agriculture, businesses and tourism etc.).

Each member of society within Nevis, regardless of statu in the community,

profession or age, is responsible for weigbing their interests in the
environment and the wsts and benefits derived h m it. Public meetings and
participatory processes enable these members of society to harmonize their
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interests and be included in the decisions that affect the environment in which
they Iive.
Information and input h m members can be obtained in a variety of ways
including surveys, discussions, suggestion boxes, questionnaires, o n e s n s n e
interviews, written submissions.
Public participation is also required during the development of legislation,
national policies, projects, plans, and research undertakings.
Depending on the d e s and responsibilities required of some members (based

on whether they are members of a specific committee etc.), certain elements
of training and guidelines must be provided in terms of interpreting technical

data, policy preparation, preparing proposais, evaluation and monitoring
processes etc. Ifmembers are willing to commit time towards the ICZM
process, investment in training and resources should be considered so that
these participants are effective and proactive during the process (Nurse, 1993).
2. Selection of a lead agency with legal authority to make decisions to champion the
ICZM process.

Through consu1tative meetings the issue of selecting a lead agency to move
the ICZM process and coordinate the activities should be identified and
detennined by al1 members present. This is cntical at the early stages because
it ensures that the process is integrative and well manageci. One agency that

cornes to mind is the Advisory Conservation Commission (Commission) that

has been established under the NCEPA Act (1987). This Commission has the
existing mandate to fiinction as an advisory body to the Government of Nevis

An Integrated Coastal Zone Management Processfor Nevk

and serve as a facilitator in environmenl management issues. The
Commission's role can be expanded to undertake leading the ICZM process
development. The Barbados Coastal Zone Management Unit is an example
demonstrating the eE'tiveness of having such a lead agency specificaliy for

ICZM planning.
Strong management is quired for ICZM planning and the Advisory

Conservation Commission can provide the integrative approach that is needed
throughout the Wetime of the ICZM process. The Commission can also
represent a permanent mechanism to retain the values of a multidisciplinary,
interagmcy, public and private approach to ICZM.
3. A method of developing, describing and discussing in detail the problems and issues

facing Nevis based on information already known.

The ICZM process requires that the issues and objectives of the plan are fiilly
understood by al1 stakeholders (UNEP,19%). Public meetings, wodcshops
and hearings can provide the forum for interesteci stakeholders to attend,

present theu ideas, listen to the dBerent perspectives and generally, obtain
clarification on some of the issues behind ICZM. These stakeholders include:
business sector, tourism, planning, students and youth, members of the general
public, local community groups, fishennen, government officiais, NGO's, etc.
4. Analysis of any existing information and what is required based on pnorities for

management (filling the gaps).

ICZM requires extensive &ta collection, data analysis, project development
and multi-stakeholder participation; al1 of which can be difficult to co-ordinate
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and integrate with limited resourca. Unlike sectord baseâ management,
where individuai departments and organizatiom collect data that apply to their

specific mandate, ICZM requires that data and information be collected on al1
relevant areas of the environment.
5 . Determination of the key priorities and objectives of the ICZM process and what

information is required
Prioritizing issues include discussing and clarifying issues that are identifieci.
Once issues are prioritized, next step involves determining short tcmi projects

and activities can be implemented based on cumat information, m u r c e s
(human and financial) and legislatioa.
6. The establishment of sub-committees h m the larger group to serve as focus groups.

For example a research and technical group, a marine management group, land b

d

resources management p u p etc.
An executive committee should also be established. This committee will

represent a range of interests as well as appropriate local and national
organizations to review plans, policy decisions, legislation etc. General subcornmittees, Task Force Cornmittees, Planning Teams, Community
Development Teams, Educational Awareoess Teams, and National
Development Councils etc can be formed to deal with specific projects and
plans being developed for ICZM in Nevis.

The problems and issues feciog Nevis have been discussed and analysed in
Chapters 2 and 3 of this document. These issues and pmblems cm be tabled at public
meetings and items can be added or deleted based on the general consensus of the
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participants. It is important to present what is already h o w n and what has been done to
address these issues. This provides the participants with a clear idea of what needs to be
done in terms of research, projects or whether another group has aIreaây colîected the

information. This step is a prerequisite to pnoritizing the issues and needs for
management within Nevis. At this step, c~arif'ïcationand understanding of what is
actually involved in management of the particular issue is essstial.
Some priority areas for Nevis may include; rate of tourism development, coastal

resource management, beach erosion, hUmcane preparedness, waste management,
National and Administrative Capacity, Marine Protection, Science and Technology and
Human Resource Development (Ackland, 1997). Issues can be ranked in order of local
pnonty whereby at this level, the communities and members of local p u p s and
businesses provide the most input. The issues c m then be ranked in order of national,

regional and international pnority and nnally ali levels cross-referpnced. Once the list is
agreed to and supported by the public and al1 stakeholders, the actuai goals and
components of an ICZM process c m be initialized. This stage of the process can be mied
by conflicts and subject to gridlock in ternis of decision as to the best approach.

However, through a series of consultations, expert advice/clarification of issues and

negotiations amongst the stakeholders involved, the opportunities for an impasse are
rninimized and it ensures that the levels of cosperation and agreement are maintaineci.
Once issues are prioritized by the participants, pilot pmjects and feasibility shidies
c m be draf€edand developed with specific goals, objectives, management stratedes,

evaluation and monitoring techniques built in and the benchmarks that can sene as a
measurùig tool for the overall ICZM process. Pilot pmjects and pre-fkbility snidies in
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the Barbados example, played an important role in developing the islmd's ICZM process.

Pilot projects enables the lead agency and its sub-cornmittees to evaluate the feasibiiity of

an ICZM process into the daily hctions within the operation of the local government,
lead agency and its participants. It provides a lirnited but usefil insjght into what
resources and effort will be required to implernent programs under an ICZM prwess.
Pilot projects not only test the concept but also mesure the overall performance of the
agency and uncover problems and constraints.
Pilot projects can be developed and run concurrently to the overall planning and
design of an ICZM process. Participants in a pilot project should include a team
representing a cross section of managers, industry representtatives, members of the
general public, govemment etc. These persans would have been actively involved in the
needs assessment and issue priontizing stage. The pilot projects and pre-feasibility
studies can provide the following opportunities:
Integrated and CO-ordinatedresearch;

In-depth analysis that involves all impacts and components within the coastal
zone;
Areas where existing legislation and regdations are weak and potential for

amending and developing new and improved legislation for more efféctive
management;

Areas for training ,recniiting experts and consultants etc.;
Testing of management strategies and future plans; and,
Estimating costs associated with such undertakings.
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The information needed to determine the feasibility and desirability of an ICZM
process is usudy not available until several public meetings and planning steps have
been completed. A successfûi ICZM process a s demonstrated by Barbados includes

conducting feasibility studies based on the likelihood that an ICZM proces will be
beneficial and effective in the long term.
Often small islands lïke Nevis may encounter several problems in initiating such a

large undertaking such as an ICZM process. Some issues for concern are lack of expertise
and experts in technical areas, hancial tesources, easy access to training resources and
opportunities, amending legislation and lack of redistic opporhmities to participate in
fora at the international level (Mohammed, 2001). The next section explores some of
these constraints and challenges that cm be encountereâ by Nevis.
4.2 CHALLENGES IN OEVELOPING AN INTERATED COASTAL ZONE
MANAGEMENT PROCESS FOR NEWS
A successfiil ICZM h c e s s and Plan is one that has identified the constraints and

challenges to its development, design and implementation (Thia-Eng, 1993). Because
coastal and environmentai management is a complex process and involves multiple
stakeholders and factors, there are several constraints and challenges that require
attention.
Lack of technical and knowledgeable staff to provide infornation and reports on
the issues being raised for discussion.

Lack of financial resources to conduct studies, and disseminate the basic
infornation to the public and stakeholders invalved in the process,.
Weak institutional capacity to provide leadership and guidance in the
development of an integrated plan of action.

.4n Integruted CoaFtal Z&Manugement
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Lack of co-operaîion and support h m existing groups and o r ~ o n ins
Nevis.
Unequal decision-making authorities amongst the resouree users and
conservationists.
Lack of the appropriate tecbnology to acquire information and communkate on
an international level.

Lack of training programs that are targeted to environmental and coastal zone
management.
Lack of policies to encourage new legislation.
Lack of enforcement mechanisms.
An KZM process requires financial support for operations aud administration if it
is to be successful. An operating budget is cntical for conducting research, analyzing

data, printing and publishing information for public distribution and training staff. ICZM
process management committees can secure fiuids by researchiag international programs
that provide fùnding for Coastal Management programs submitting proposais for specific

coastal zone management programs, soliciting donations, fûnd raising etc.
Building institutional capacity to deliver programs are required elements involved
in developùig an ICZM pracess. A strong management institution will facilitate co-

operation and consensus arnongst the rwource users such as the fishermen, agriculhuPl
users, beach resource users, business, tourists etc. Building on institutional capacity will
dso attract environmental and coastal managers of the international community to
participate in meetings, presentations, and management strategies.

IL
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ûvercoming constraints and challenges within Nevis requires commitment and
time fiom al1 stakeholders and parties interested in developing the ICZM process (United
Nations, 2000). Public meetings and educational sessions should be held on a regular
basis to identify and disseminate information on the issues that are affecting Nevis.

Chapter 3 of this document àiscussed the shortcomings of the NCEPA Act (1987).
NCEPA (1987) does not contain an integrated environmeml management approach and
lacks enforcement mechanisms. However, the NGO community led by the NHCS has
combined the efforts of the general public and has initiated several monitoring and cleanup efforts such as beach patrol, beach clean-up, garbage dump site monitoring etc. These
initiatives prove that the wilî to support management initiatives in Nevis exists and that

community members are wiilîng to participate and becorne involved in protecting and
managing their environment (Mohammed, 2001).
An effective ICZM process will incorporate both long-terni and short-term

strategies thereby rendering it flexible enough to respond to changing circumstances. This
includes incorporating creative and innovative ways of planning. For example, seeking
out intemships and international summer programs for training opportunities and ushg
volunteers to stafTcornmittees. ICZM processes vary according to the environment,
coastal zone and its interaction with other elements within its environment (population
growth, resource use, tourism, housing developments, fishing, sand mining, etc.).
Overcoming the challenges and constraints of developing an ICZM process in Nevis
would involve dealing with the issues that are of national significance, protecting the
national interest and sharing the responsibilities amongst the entire nation/population of
Nevis.
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4.3 USING THE INTEGRATED COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT PROCESS
10 MOVE TOWARDS SUSTAINABIUW
A successfûl ICZM process is one premistd on sustainability(social weli-being,
economic efficiency and environmentai integrity) with the processes, activities,

interactions and stresses that impact on the four sub-zones of the Island Environment (the
offshore zone, the beach zone, the coastal lowland zone and the inland zone) (IISD,
1996). A CO-ordinatedapproach will provide balance, conservation and sustainable

multiple use of the resources of the small island given that the small island is considemi
as a coastal zone (Cambers, 1992: ii).

Underlying elements of sustainability that will serve as the foundation in the
implementation of the ICZM process:
Identification of the economic, environmental, social and cultural vaiues of
resources and the effects of uses on those values being detennined as
practicable prior to allowing use of those resources.
Assessrnent of the impacts of resource use at local, regional, national and
global scales pnor to making decisions on cesource use. Such assessments
should take into consideration long-term impacts on the resources and other
users. As far as possible, negative impacts should be minimized.

Monitoring resource users to ensure that impact assessments are correct. If
impacts diffa significantly h m those predicted, then remedial actions are
required including reviewing the resource allocation.
Considerations of cumulative impacts before decisions are made about the
resource use. This can be used to safeguard against unintendeci negative
impacts.
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Deterxnination of the nsk and irreversible impact of resource use.
Allocation of resources to the use that generates the greatest long-term
comrnunity benefit, where benefit is detennined by taking economic,
environmental, social and culturai considerations into account.
Promotion of effective and high quality public participation at ali levels of the
decision making process.
Maintenance of habitats and sites of ecological, cultural, archaeological,
historic and scientific significance should be taken into account.
Figure 5 illustrates the pmess that is re~uimdfor assessing impact levels on the
small island environment and the use of this information in designhg a management
strategy for small islands. In so doing, the processes combined with a successfiil coastal
zone management strategy provide the infhstnictwe and support for maintaining the
sustainability or decreasing the negative impacts on the four sub-zones that constitute an
island ecosystem.
Sustainability can only be achieved by havhg strengthened institutional
arrangements with the stakeholder group and the nrlministrative capacity to integrate
environmental and economic policy into national planning. For example, access to
coastal zone resources for development purposes should be facilitated when the

development is consistent with agreed principles for coastal zone resource use. The
degree to which an activity is dependent on king located in the coastal zone should be
taken into account when resources are k i n g allocated. Pnority should be given to uses
that are particularly dependent on coastal locations or coastal resources (Cicin-Sain,
1993).
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While the coastliw of Nevis is public, the extent, location and type of access into
the coastal and marine areas of Nevis can be controlled to mitigate adverse effects when

there is an incompatible use of the resource or the use relates to a public safety issue. In
terms of development and disposal of waste, particularly into nvers, estuaries and the

ocean, this can also be controlled, monitored and regulated. Waste disposal can be limited
to the quantity and quality that the receiving environment c m assimilate without
suffering long-term degradation. If the assunilative capacity is unknown, pollution
discharges should be progressively reduced to levels at which there is a low probability of
adverse impacts on the receiving environment.

A SUSTAINABLE COASTAL ZONE

1

SUSTAINABILITY OF AN ISLAND EC06YSTEM

THE
2

Figure 6: A Sustainable Coastal Zone (Adapted from IISD, 1997 and NetCoast, 1997)
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Nevis can also begin to irnplement the "cost of development" into coastal areas including infiastructure cos* the cos& of environmental management and monitoring
and the costs of managing natural hazarâs that affect the particular hhstmcture. These
costs should also be borne by the development pmponents and ultimately by the users.
For example, hotel developers should bear the costs of environmental impact
assessments, emergency preparedness and natural hazard mitigation plans p h r to theu
approval. Once approved for construction, hotels should also demonstrate and have on

premises trained and experienced environmental planners and managers to file regular
reports on arising issues and monitoring of environmental issues that the particular hotel
directly or indirectly affkcts in both the short and long temi. Tourists must also incru
some costs in their hotel bills for the services of staying in a botel that is environmentally
conscious (Ackland, 1997).
This discussion folhws that it should not be the burden of fiiture generations to
bear the costs of environmental. Rather the present users - guests and owners of the

facility should bear the costs of protecting, conserving and monitoring the resources and
environment h m which they receive economic benefit, use and enjoyment. When
development in the coastal zone results in increased recreation use, additional

maintenance, monitoring, and enforcement measures are also associated with the
increased use of resources and its protection (United Nations, 1999).
Development that improves the total quality of life, both now and in the fùture, in a
way that maintains the ecological processes on which life depends involves

enhancing the individual and community well king by following a path of economic
development that safeguards the weIfare of ftture generations. It also provides for
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equity within and between generations and it protects biologicai diversity and

maintains essential ecological processes and He-support systems such as the coastai

zone. Sustainability in Nevis c m be achieved through a successfil ICZM pmess and
by ensuring that the decision-making processes e f f d v e l y integrate long-term and
short-tenn economic, environmental social and equitable consideration.
4.4 SUMMARY OF AN INTEGRATED COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT
PROCESS FOR NEWS
Tourism in Nevis is the most shüring and outstanding developmental activity

requiring immediate attention at ail levels including the monitoring of its future
development and growth (United Nations, 2001). The impact of tourism on the coastal
zone is significant and the existing environmental legislation does not address the coastal
zone issues in an integrated way. Instead it focuses on environmentai management of the
broader sectors of resource management and consavation. Such a system cannot
sustauiably accommodate al1 the environmental concerm and human needs. The present
NCEPA (1987) environmental legislation in Nevis huther illustrates that it was

developed mainly for regulatory purposes rather than for enswing that human actions are
monitored or the tourism industry development is regulated within the principles of
sustainability.
Developing an ICZM Rocas for Nevis involves not only managing the issues but

also determinhg who participates in the process and what is required for developing such
a management plan. First, the information on the issues that are important to the Nevisian

society and decision-makers must be made public information so that it may be discussed
and understood at a public level. Secondly, every management plan bas its limitations

especially when the issues relate to coastal rrsources, fish population and beach
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resources. These resources are not weli documented and researched and studies on these
resources have to be completed in order for a management plan to ôe effective in
controlling the direct problerns. Financial resources, monitoring and enforcement
measures, expertise in the areas of coastal management on the island to assist and
facilitate resource management are a requirement of ICZM.
A successfiil ICZM ptocess would also need to include the use of a multi-

stakeholder approach whereby every participant has an equai voice and contribution
towards the decision-making process (Dubois, 1995). Only then, would there be fbll cooperation of al1 members of the society and institutions. In addition, there is the need to
identify a strong lead agency that can facilitate the ICZM process and serve as a catalyst
for change and resource management for the island of Nevis. This leaâ agency would
ideally have the expertise in some of the issues that require immediate attention and
would have already established working relationships with experts and govemment
officials at the local, regional and intemationai level.
Finaily, the components of an ICZM process for Nevis would enter its
preliminary discussions and development. In so doing, the challenges and constraints at
each stage will be identified and possible solutions developed to overcome them.
Developing an ICZM process requires time and a conmitment to fhding creative ways
of managing Nevis' coastal resources. It is also important to ensure that each step and
plan is well documented so that the successors and interested members and parties can
participate while keeping the momentum of the plan. Well-documented files will avoid
duplication of past management strategies that failed or wili build upon successful
strategies implemented in the past.
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KZM have been successfully applied to Barbados. The principles and operatiol
components of ICZM can be effectively appkd to Nevis. While sustainability is not the

focus of this study, it is understood that the underlying concept of ICZM is premised on
the concept of sustainability. That is, hding a common understanding and solution for
development versus conservation; human needs versus growth and riesource use versus
preservation ( G f i t h and Ashe, 1993).
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 CONCLUSlONS
The first objective of this research was to describe the sub-zones that constitute a

small island and to use this as a basis for coastal zone management planning. An
integrated management approach such as ICZM recognizes how the marine and land
resources function as a whole ecosystem. ICZM can address the issues and problems that
are being faced by the four interactive sub-zones of a small island as described in the

literature review. The most threatened sub-zonesappear to be the coastal lowland zone
and beach zone. The tourism industry directly relies heavily on these two sub-zones and
indirectly, these sub-zones are impacted the most by waste and sewer disposal,

- .

agicultural run off, erosion, pollution and contamination of resources.
Nevis was selected as the case study for this research because of its fast growing
tourism industry and the lack of an effective management process to monitor and control
its development. Existing literature and field work highlighted that there was growing
concem about the overuse of the coastal zone and natural resources in Nevis. These
findings initiated the need to develop an ICZM process for Nevis. After reviewing the
study area and the environmental legislation that exists to deal with environmental

protection and degradation, it was found that Nevis has not developed its national
capacities (hcluding legislation) to effectively manage developmmt on the island. Nevis
has one legal environmental management document that-NCEPA (1987) that has not

been enforceci or supported by environmental pmgrarns. When NCEPA (1987) was
examined it was found that there were some key elements of the document that could be
used as a foundation for developing an ICZM process for Nevis such as the Advisory
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Conservation Commission, long-term coastal zone planning, waste disposai management,
beach sand mining etc. In order to develop an ICZM process for Nevis, it was practicd to

examine a working model.
In order to draft an ICZM process for Nevis the natural processes and human
activities that impact the sub-zones of Nevis were also examined in this chapter. The
growing tourism industry was found to have the greatest impact (both directly and
indirectly) on Nevis. Using an ICZM approach will ensure that al1 components of the
tourism industry and its fiinire development are consistent with integrated planning
policies, revised environmental legislation and pmerve the natural environment of Nevis.
While the concept of ICZM in the Caribbean is f&ly new, some of the Caribbean
islands, notably Trinidad, Jamaica, and Barbados have developed ICZM processes and
plans based on the islands' environment, needs and resources. These three islands
however are not only larger in size but rely on other industries such as sugar, nun
manufacturing, petrochemical and oil to develop their island economies.
The Barbados ICZM process was selected as an example because of its
similarities to Nevis in topography (both islands are relatively flat); soi1 types (unlike St.

Lucia and Dominica which are volcanic in nature); coastlines (coasts are gently sloping);
and more importantly, similar environmental and coastal zone problems such as coral

reef degradation, coastal and marine pollution, waste disposal and legd and institutional
development. The island of Barbados has been using ICZM planning for over 17 years
and there are many lessons to be learned h m the island's successes and failures. One of
the fkst tasks that can be undertaken by the Nevis' ICZM planning cornmittee can be to

organize a consultative session or public meeting with the Barbados Coastal Zone
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Management Unit. Such a meeting can serve twofold. It will encourage discussion among
the various groups and can also lead to the development of partnerships with the
Barbados Coastal Zone Management Unit so as to lever human resources and slcills into
the ICZM planning process of Nevis.
The second objective analyzed the Barbados Coastal Zone Management plan so
as to determine its best management components as they apply to Nais. Many of the

smaller islands in the Caribbean region are struggiing fhancially to hire and eain
environmental managers, planners and technicians to develop an effective ICZM process
or plan. These islands also stniggle with lack of political will, cosperation amongst the
various govemment departments responsible for the environmen&and enforcement
measures. The Barbados ICZM process has been on going for the lest seventeen years.
The plan was implemented in phases and stages and this staged process c m be usefiil to
Nevis in developing its own ICZM process. It is anticipated that Nevis' ICZM process
will evolve over several years and will be modified to cater to new issues and
information, level of public participation in the planning process and the degree of

govemment support.
The development of the ICZM pmess is also dependent on how the public
participates in the process. That is, if the public is allowed to provide input at the decision
making level through cornmittees, extemal review groups and direct feedback to the

govemment, then perhaps the ICZM process can gain momentum. In order for the ICZM
process to be successfiil the ICZM policies, programmes and plans ta be developed, must
be transparent to the public. This appraach is necessary because support may involve

fomal endorsement and approval by responsible ktiblti01ls at diffèrent levels (i.e. the
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national level, concernai communities, local stakeholders, fishermen and other a f k t e d
organizations).
The third objective of this research was to draft a coastal zone management

process for Nevis's sub-zones using the best management components identified in the
Barbados coastal zone management plan. This study supported the development of an
ICZM process for Nevis. Such a process can redress current problems in the costal zone

and can obviate fùture problems (CDB, 1997). The process if implemented cm achieve
the following:

Reduced degraûation caused by tuban development and activities associateci with
population gmwth and development.
Better facilities for recreation inthe coastal zone
Better management and preservaîion of natural resources in the coastal areas.

Improved recognition by the community of the value of the resources of the
coastal zone.
Improved understanding of the effects of human activities on the coastal
ecosystems and social systems
And enhanced community appreciation of the natural processes that operate in the

coastal zone.
It follows that the development and implementation of an ICZM pmcess in Nevis

may have to be carried out at inmemental levels and must be aware of the issues and

linkages that are at stake in the four sub-zones. It is important that the ICZM process
provides for continuous monitoring and evaluation of the successes and failures of the
policies and activities, which have been adopted. These results should be fed baclc into
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the earlier steps of the proeess so as to ollow for adjustments to compensate for fpilurrs in

foresight or for changing conditions. The feedback process is important end necesary
because new policies and programmes may not be exactly what was anticipateci or
appropriate. It is somewhat impossible to plan for al1 wntingencies that wiii be
encountered duing the implernentation phase of an ICZM pmcess (Sorensen, 1993).
Chapter 3 described the Barbados Coastal Zone Unit and the d e in championing
the ICZM process for Barbados. The Barbados ICZM process consisted of feasibility

studies, development of new legislation. delivering public pmgrarns and engaging in
monitoring pmgrams for long-term management purposes (Nurse, 1993). Although Nevis
and Barbados were observed to be similar in some respects, there are also notable

differences that were advantageous to Barbados. When Barbados started to develop the
ICZM process, the feasibility studies and planning was fiuided by the IDB O B , 1999).
This funding enabled Barbados to engage in the services of several highly trained coastal

engineers, environmental plamers and managers and the technical staff required to cany
out the feasibility studies and projects. Barbados also had the support and co-operation of

the Barbados govemment and various stakeholders involved. This cohesion and political

will is important to the success of an ICZM process.

It was found that the components of the Barbados ICZM Plan provided examples
of ICZM activities that may be applicable to Nevis. Chapter 4 used these best

components and described the steps involved in an ICZM proces such as public
meetings, selecting a lead agency, deteminhg the stakeholders, identifying and
pnontizing the issues, establishg goals and objectives and developing pilot projects.
Chapter 4 also bnefly diseusseci some of the challenges and constraints that are
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encountered in developing the ICZM piocess and how these may be overcome through
creative and innovative means. The Nevis govenunent has already aclmowledged the
need for an ICZM process should include the g e n d public h m the very beginning to
ensure that the issues are public concems and that there will be active citizen
participation throughout the entire pnwiiess. Finally, by initiating a varkty of activities at
the local level such as local beach clean up and monitoring, bdtaising, public awareness

and preservation of its island's cultural heritage al1 contribute towards a common goal of
future sustainability.
The fourth objective was to develop fecommendations for the coastal zone
management process selected for Nevis. The ICZM process developed for Nevis can be
applied to other islands in the Caribbean, It should be noted that some of the Caribbean
islands have indicated an interest in ICZM planning but are at the same stage as Nevis.
An ICZM process c m redress current problems in the coastal zone and can obviate future

problems. A successfùl ICZM process for Nevis and other smali islands can include the
following elements:

Statement of the overall environmental policies and goals;
Detailed plans, activities, and programmes to address issues and conflicts;
Institutional arrangements including identification of collaborating agencies
and a definition of their responsibilities and mode of collaboration;

Necessary new laws or amendments to existing legislation;

Requirements for training and capacity building;
A phased implementation plan including a realistic tirnetable;
A fùture awareness and participation component; and
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Monitoring, evaluation end enforcement proceduresA national approach to managing Nevis' coastal zone resourca is based on the

need to deal with issues of national signincance, pmtect the national interest, reflect the
responsibilities of al1 spheres of govemment, and local communities, and meet
international obligations. Coastal Zone Management plans must be integrated so that the
efforts of al1 parties involved is hamessed effectively. Management should also take a
long-term perspective and at the same tirne be flexible enough to respond to changing
circumstances.
Sustainability, when done correctly, can offér govenunent officials and planners
with a practical and feasible way to mitigate the destructive effécts of hmicane and

severe natural disasters. Where coastal planning and the developmental control pmcess
are well informed and effective, developing coastal areas and small islands c m be orderly
and highly productive. Conversely, where there is no such vision and no mitigation

planning and the coastai zone remains unmanaged, public sector revenues diminish and
the hl1 potential of this otherwise vaiuable resources of the small island and coastal area
will remain unrealized and destroyed.

The success of the ICZM process for Nevis depends on the political will and

support of the govemment, the local population and the hotel owners. These stakeholders

have valuable input and c m drive the development of an ICZM process (CDB, 1997).
Political will does exist on the island but it is not consistent with an integrated
management approach. The govemment of Nevis needs to consider more appropnate
methods of tourism planning and management especially with regards to conflicts
between tourism and other branches of the economy and the negative impacts of the
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tourism industry. A coastal toiirism camyhg capacity is a fiinction of a broad range of
environmental, cultural and economic factors. As these change over tirne, so does the
carrying capacity. Rather than an 'optimum' level of toUnsm where net tourism benefits

are maximized, carrying capacity is a (dynamic) threshold level beyond which additional
tourism bring more costs than benefits.
It is not easy to establish carrying capacity levels with scientific accuracy. The
best way to m e s s canying capacity issues, might be through discussions in tourism
boards with representation of different interest groups, including the public at large, as

well as natural- and social scientists. In the case of a small island coastal tourism
destination where savings typically are low due to lealrage of revenues and since natural,
not man-made, capital might be the most important capital, a more cautious, or so called
'strong sustainability' approach rnight be called for. Strong sustainabiiity would require
that there be no net darnage to the natural capital (net damage implies that damage in one
area, Say a mangrove forest, can be offset by restoration of another already degraded area

into its natural state).
From the information presentd, Nevis' tourism industry cannot continue to grow
at such an environmentally uncontrolled rate. The reality is that development in any form
(tourism, road and hotel construction) dues compromise the environmental quality of the
small island environment. Development initiatives undertaken by Nevis can be viewed as
both positive and negative basecl on the approach and planning procpss used. That is, the
small island of Nevis can develop its inthstructure using a holistic approach - one that

considers al1 factors and aspects of the ecosystem, social and cultural impacts and
economic impacts. Positive progress in Nevis can include enforcing infkastmcture
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development restrictions dong the masthe, incorporating emergency preparedness into
land and planning issues; maintahhgoriginal coastline features and vegetation so as to

protect the coastline h m fùrther degradation. Tourism development can also be positive
in Nevis if existing structures such as old sugar plantation farms and buildings are

utilized as opposed to k i n g abandoned. Such an initiative can presexve historicai and
cultural aspects of Nevis and can make use of existing traiis and roads. Furthemore,
positive tourism development can encourage small scale fishing and agcicultural groups
to produce local products and foods so as to promote a ''Nevisian experience" within its

tourism industry.
5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
Any frsunework to promote ICZM in Nevis should be able to address the
systematic problems such as integrated public sector planning, eavironmental awareness,
training, govemance, management issues, monitoring and effective and continuous

programming for integrated coastal zone management. In this context of ICZM, several
issues have been identified that require urgent attention .of policy makers and also
consultation and co-ordination of various departments, stakeholders and comunity
members (Thomas,1990). Some issues identified may also require the introduction of

new legislation, amendment of existing ones and integration of policy and action. The
pre-requisites for developing an ICZM process are critical. It is reco~lltllendedthat Nevis
engage in the ICZM planning phase by:
Establishg the government's forma1 support and approval for the lCZM
process. This can be in form of having the govenunent sign the legai plm of
action developed by the stakeholders. The level of active participation by the
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governent in developing an ICZM process depends largely on the extent to
which the government has taken an active role in promoting and supporting
marine and coastal research and institutions and the approach towards how
programmes are initiated. In Barbados for example, the local ICZM initiative
was inspird by concems about the linlrage between pollution, k

h erosion and

coastal coral reef degradation. However, the program was initiated and taken up
by the centrai govemment, which bomwed money h m the Intemational

Development Bank to finance the development of the implementation of the b t
phase of its ICZM process. Presently in Nevis, the Natural Resource
Management Unit has done a lot of work in providing awareness and research in
the area of Coastal Zone Management. The concept if ICZM is one that is
becoming more prevalent and p p l e are also becoming more aware of its
benefits (Mohammed, 2001).
Selecting and legitimizing the leadership team or grwp of people to lead the
ICZM process. This in itself is a complex task as it includes rethinking of

ideas, reforming approaches for management and justifjing to the national
govenunent the need for change. The legitimized group or cornmittee can
spearhead the development of the ICZM process.
Obtaining institutional support. These arrangements are critical for issue
identification, technical input and for enhancing public perception about the
integrity and legitimacy of the endeavour (Thomas. 1990).

Developing a strategy for stakeholders participation by bringing coastal area
land and facility owners, Rsource users and coastal intawts groups, including
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local authonties into the dialogue c o n c d g programme design and
development. Coastal area stakeholders have a strong interest in the viability
of the coastal zone - th& livelihood or 0th- kinds of economic stake depends
on it (Sorensen, 1993). This group includes the landowners, resort hotel

owners, fishennen, commercial landowners etc. Their interest in the coastal
zone depends on the significance of their economic dependency and
investment in its resources. The involvement of stakeholders will help
govenunent to formulate their policies and programs and ensure that the
planning process makes full use of existing expertise and knowledge,
particularly at the local level (NHCS, 2000). The involvement of nonstakeholder comunity members creates a sense of responsibility amng
these groups resulting a successful outcome of the planning initiative.
Developing a public awareness strategy to both publicize and upgrade the
agenda for relevant coastal zone and management issues, and to build
constituency among non-stakeholder communities by facilitating their direct
involvement in both the planning process and subsequent implementation and
monitoring. Arranging public surveys that focus on coastal zone management,

g need
resource depletion and degradation can provide a vehicle for b ~ g i n the
for ICZM to the attention of the media and the public (Cicin-Sain, 1993). The
initial activities of an ICZM process involve a variety of inventory tasks. The
enlistment of help h m the public should be encouraged - for example a
national wetlands resowce survey can interest the hunters and f m e r s in
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Nevis. Likewise, a survey of the coastal or marine areas may interest the
~,
fishermen, scuba diving establishments etc.
private boat o ~ n e ryachtsmen,
It is critical that once an ICZM process is developed that it continues to be
operational and on going so that it does not lwse momentum. A key programme
instrument includes a strategic operational plan (CDB, 1997). This plan addresses the
issues of CO-operatinginstitutional arrangements; public awareness plans, media plan,
information management, b d i n g proposais, logistic support plan, evaluation and
monitoring plans. Based on the findings of this research, it is M e r recommended that
Nevis develop a national ICZM process that contains the following:
A national vision for ICZM
National ICZM objectives
Arrangements for irnplementing and managing the ICZM pmess
Mechanisms for community and industry involvement
Innovative management mechanisms

The concept that is central to the formation of an ICZM process is integration.
This involves reconciling issues of conflicting interests and determinhg and adopting the
optimal mix of alternative approaches for Nevis. This involves a continuous process of
information dissemination, consultation and consensus building amongst all parties with
a stake in the coastal zone. Effective ICZM proces requires that al1 significant

govemmental and privates sector actions affecthg the coastal zone, its resources and
environmental conditions be consistent with the coastal policies that the nation adopts as
part of the ICZM process.
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